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ERRATUM
All of the computations in the main report and in the appendix were
performed with the following error in the programming of the Newton-
Raphson solution of the burning rate equation: PONOZ was used in place
of PNOZ in Table IV-2, p. 43, line 16 of the report. The program statement
is correct in the report, but because of the error numerical results
obtained from the program will differ slightly from those presented in the
report expecially during the initial portion of the traces. The variations
are not large enough to change the conclusions of the report or to invalidate
the use of the design charts presented in the appendix.
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NOMENCLATURE
An asterisk before the symbols indicates an input variable. All input
subscripted and non-subscripted variables are listed separately.
English
Symbol Definition Units Used
*a Propellant burning rate coefficient in/sec-psin
A Cross-sectional or flow area in2
Abm Main burning surface evaluated during tailoff in2
AbnAbp, Total burning surface associated with nozzle in2
end, port and slot surfaces, respectively
*Abs
%nT Burning surfaces (as a function of y) at nozzle in2
end for tabular input
b*JpT Burning surfaces (as a function of y) of port in2
sides for tabular input
AbsT Burning surfaces (as a function of y) of slots in2
for tabular input
*Abto Sliver burning surface evaluated during tailoff in2
AGs Initial burning area of star grain flat ends in 2
A Port area in 2
*AphT,*Apn T  Controlling port areas at head and aft ends, in 2
respectively (as a function of y) for purely
tabular inputs in
*Bbp,*Bbs Additive burning surfaces input as special in2
equations for port, slot and nozzle surfaces,
respectively
*C* Characteristic exhaust velocity ft/sec
CF Thrust coefficient
vii
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
English
Symbol Definition Units Used
D Diameter in.
D*,*D.* Instantaneous and initial diameters, in.
respectively, of the nozzle throat
*D Estimated mean diameter of the cylindrical in.
cc portion of the case
*D Diameter of the nozzle exit in.
e
*D. Length average initial diameter of controlling in.
length of circular perforated grain
*D Length average outside diameter of circular in.
perforated grain, excluding lengths in closures
DTP Initial diameter of the thrust termination in.
passageways in the grain
*f Fillet radius at star valley in.
*E Radial erosion rate of the nozzle throat in/sec
n
F Thrust lbf.
go Gravitational constant ft/sec2
*Gop Integer designating type of grain perforation
h Instantaneous vehicle altitude ft.
*hb Estimated burnout altitude ft.
*h Axial length of nozzle closure in.
cn
*Iop Integer designating type of program input
Isp, T Specific and total impulse, respectively lbf-sec/lbm,lbf-sec
J Throat-to-port cross-sectional area ratio
viii
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
English
Symbol Definition Units Used
*K 
,
*K2  Empirical constants in nozzle weight lbm/in
3
,
estimation equation (Eq. 63) in/sec
*KehKen Erosion rate of insulation at head and in/sec
nozzle end of case, respectively
kf Distance between center line of motor and in.
fillet center of standard star grain
X Length of sides of truncated star point in.
excluding fillet
*RTP Initial length of termination passages between in.
centers of gravity of perimeters of bases
*L Total initial perforated grain length including in.
gaps at slots
*L Length of cylindrical portion of case
cc including forward and aft segments in.
LGcL*Gc i  Instantaneous and initial total axial lengths, in.
respectively, of circular perforated grain
(not including gaps)
*LGni Initial axial length in.
*LGs i  Initial total length of star-shaped perforated in.
grain
*LTa Estimated length of grain at the aft end at start in.
of first tailoff having an additional taper
not represented by zo or OG
m Mass slugs
M Mach number
*n Burning rate exponent
*nl,*n2  Number of standard derivations in maximum
chamber pressure and case yield strength,
respectively, to be used as bases for design
ix
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
English
Symbol Definition Units Used
*n Number of burning flat end surfaces of a star
grain located at the extreme nozzle end of
the chamber
*n Number of star points
*n Number of burning flat end surfaces of a star
grain not located at the nozzle end of the chamber
nseg Number of case segments
*nT Number of thrust termination ports
P Pressure lbf/in2
*Qop Integer designating grain arrangement
r Burning rate in/sec
R Radius in.
*Rc Outside radius of a star grain in.
ReL Initial Reynolds number of gases in propellant
port based on port length
*Rp Initial radius of truncated star points in.
*S Number of burning flat slot sides of a
circular perforated grain not including the
nozzle end
SG  Burning perimeter of a star grain in.
*Sop Integer designating type of star grain
S Yield strength lbf/in
ycnom' Nominal yield strengths of the case and lbf/in
*S nozzle structural materials, respectively
yn
x
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
English
Symbol Definition Units Used
t Time sec.
tb Calculated total operating time of motor sec.
*tbl Estimated time at burnout sec.
tt  Time at which propellant burning ceases sec.
TR Loss in length of burning propellant associated in.
with additional tailoff controlling taper near
the nozzle end of the grain
u Velocity ft/sec
Vc ,*V i ,  Instantaneous, initial and final volume, in.
respectively, of chamber gases
*Vcf
W Weight lbm.
WplW p2, Weight of propellant burned based on mass lbm.
discharge rate, volume calculations, and
Wp the arithmetic average of Wpl and Wp2
Xout Distance burned at which propellant breaks up in.
*XTa Difference in web thicknesses at ends of LTa in.
X Ratio of the sum of the grain burning areas
excluding nozzle end burning areas to the
total sum of the burning areas
y Distance propellant has burned from initial in.
surface
*z oZ Initial and instantaneous differences, in.
respectively, between web thickness at head
and nozzle ends of controlling grain length,
excluding any initial length associated with
LTa or eG
xi
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Greek
Symbol Definition Units Used
*aeb Erosive burning coefficient in the in2 .8_ft0 .8/secl.81bf 0 .8
Robillard-tenoir rule
*a Nozzle exit half angle radians
n
*8 Erosive burning pressure coefficient in the
Robillard-Lenoir rule
*y Specific heat ratio of propellant gases
F A function of y given by Eq. 4
*6c *69, Specific weights of case, liner and case lbm/in 3
6. insulation, respectively
ins
AAbT Burning surface area change resulting 
from thrust in 2
termination passageways
*AD. Difference between initial circular perforated in.
grain diameter at nozzle end of controlling
length and Di
AP /Ay Rate of change of chamber pressure with respect lbf/in 3
to distance burned
*(AP/Ay)out  Depressurization rate at which propellant is lbf/in
3
extinguished
AT. Maximum expected increase in initial grain OF
temperature above design point condition
Ay,Ay1  Incremental distance burned and initial value of in.
same
e Nozzle expansion ratio
F Thrust loss coefficient
M Motor mass fraction; i.e., W/WM
Scn',*ch Approximate acute angle bonded circular radians
perforated grain makes with motor center line
at the head and nozzle closures, respectively.
Also referred to as the grain contraction angles.
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Greek
Symbol Definition Units Used
*of Angular location of fillet center of radians
standard star from line of symmetry
*e G  Angle burning surface element of circular radians
grain makes with longitudinal axis of motor
at the nozzle end of the chamber at the nozzle
*6 Nozzle cant angle radians
*0 Angle of standard star point radians
0 Half angle of star grain sector radians
sl Angular location of slot side of truncated radians
star grain
*6 Acute angle between axis of thrust radians
termination passage and motor axis
*1 Absolute viscosity of chamber gases lbf-sec/in-ft
*(Q ) Temperature sensitivity coefficient of / 0 F
pressure at constant K = Ab/A*
*p Solid propellant density slugs/in 3
*a /P,*O /S yc  Statistical variation in P and Sy respectively;
yc i.e., one standard deviation/the nominal value
of the variable
*T Thickness of the liner in.
*T Thickness of propellant web at slot bottom of in.
truncated star grain
*TTeff Estimated "effective" web thickness of in.
termination port
*T Web thickness of main propellant grain in.
w
*T Web thickness of standard star (same as T in.
except for some combination grains) w
xiii
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Greek
Symbol Definition Units Used
*4a Safety factor on nozzle ablative material
*+c Safety factor on case thickness
ins Safety factor on nozzle insulation thickness
*4s Safety factor on nozzle structural material
Subscripts
a Additional or ambient
av Arithmetic averages between head and nozzle
end values
c Case, chamber value or cylinder
d Dome
D Discharged
e Exit or erosion
f Final
G Generated
h Head end of grain
i Initial
ins Insulation
j Incremental index; i.e., number of increments burned
SLiner
M Motor
max Maximum value
xiv
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
Subscripts (Cont'd)
meop Maximum expected operating condition
n Nozzle or nozzle end of grain
nc Nozzle end of circular perforated grain
ns Nozzle end of star grain
nT Nozzle end tabular value
nom Nominal value
o Stagnation
pc Port of circular perforated grain
ps Port of star grain
pT Port tabular value
sc Slot of circular perforated grain
ss Slot of star grain
sT Slot tabular value
vac Vacuum
w Value at web time
Superscripts
Choked throat value
Arithmetic average value over Ay
Time rate of change
xv
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report presents the resuits of research performed at Auburn
University during the period from June 16 to October 12, 1972, under Modi-
fication No. 6 to the Cooperative Agreement, dated October 6, 1969, between
the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and Auburn University. The principal
objective of the research was to develop a simplified computer program
which would serve as an aid in preliminary design of solid-propellant
rocket motors (SRMs). The program would also permit generation of SRM
parametric and performance data which were to be compiled as a part of
the task.
A number of computer programs are already available to government and
industry for use in SRM design which will give results based on quite precise
mathematical formulation of burning surface geometry. The general tendency
has been toward developing more and more sophistication in these programs.
This creates substantial difficulty for the user in understanding the program
and preparing inputs; lengthy orientation times are frequently required. Also
use of such programs involves long operating and turn-around times on the
computer and attendant high costs. Elementary textbook-type approaches are
of course possible, but the accuracy requirements must be considered. Indeed,
in view of the high cost associated with SRM development, a propulsion
contractor would be ill-advised in not making some use of a tried and proven
sophisticated program available to him. On the other hand, it is questionable
whether the accuracy obtained with the sophisticated programs is sufficient
to justify their adoption for the bulk of preliminary design work. Unknowns
such as the erosive burning characteristics of a new propellant, or even a
new SRM design with a well characterized propellant, cast doubt on the
accuracy of performance predictions. In view of this, a less precise approach
is often acceptable in preliminary design; for example, in determining the
effects to anticipate from a given design change.
This report presents an analysis and a computer program which represents
a compromise between the more sophisticated programs using precise burning
geometric relations and the textbook-type of solutions. The program requires
approximately 900 computer cards including a set of 20 input data cards required
for a typical problem. The computer operating time for a single configuration
is approximately 1 minute and 30 seconds on the IBM 360 computer. About 1
minute and 15 seconds of the time is compilation time so that additional
configurations input at the same time require approximately 15 seconds each.
The program uses approximately 11,000 words on the IBM 360. The program is
written in FORTRAN IV and is readily adaptable for use on a number of different
computers; e.g., IBM 7044, IBM 7094 and Univac 1108.
Based on input of solid-propellant rocket initial geometric properties,
data on the characteristics of the propellant and inert materials, and design
criteria constants, the program computes the weights of mtajor components and
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performance characteristics of the SRM including specific impulse, thrust,
chamber pressures, and other significant time varying parameters. The program
may be used for rocket motors of all sizes; however, primary consideration
was given in this study to very large SRMs (120 in. dia. and above). There-
fore, some of the empirical expressions for component weights developed, such
as the one for nozzle weights, may be more accurate for larger motors than
for smaller ones as discussed further in the body of the report.
With large motors again in mind, particularly those under consideration
for application to the Space Shuttle Booster (References 1-4), the program
was designed to treat segmented configurations with both star and circular
perforated grains present in various arrangements in the same SRM. In
addition, monolithic grains and either standard star or truncated star (slotted
tube) shapes may be analyzed. While there is considerable flexibility
provided in specifying the geometry of the ends of circular perforated grains,
there are severe constraints on the specification of the geometry of star
grains and on passageways in the grain for thrust termination ports. To
offset this, as a program option, the user may specify tabular data to
correct precisely or approximately for variation in burning surface geometry
with distance burned. Alternately, the entire burning area geometry may be
specified by tabular input.
The key to the relative simplicity of the program, aside from the use
of end constraints on burning surface geometry, is the way in which the
variation in surface regression along the length of the grain is treated.
The more sophisticated programs result from mathematically dividing the
grain axially into a large number of segments. For each segment, in turn,
the governing fluid dynamic equations are solved. The difficulty here is
that the flow velocity at each segment is unknown until the burning rate is
determined, but the burning rate depends on the velocity. Therefore, an
iterative technique must be used which requires assumption of the conditions
at the head end of the grain, solution of the governing equations for each
segment in turn and finally a comparison of the total amount of mass generated
with that theoretically discharged through the nozzle. If the check fails,
a new assumption and repetition is required to obtain a solution for one
instant of time. The advantage of this method is that it permits the surface
regression to be determined at each segment for each instant of time, but
it is clear that this results in both long computation time and large
computer storage capacity. The present analysis avoids the above mentioned
difficulties through the assumption that the surface regresses in a linear
fashion along the length of grain consistent with the difference in surface
regression at the head and aft ends for which regression (burning) rates are
separately calculated. Support for this assumption as an approximation may
be found in the results of interrupted burning tests (See for example Reference
5, p. 418). As already noted, the nature of erosive burning characteristics
is at best poorly known which casts some doubt on a need for a more rigorous
model of the burning surface geometry. Separate determination of head and
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nozzle end burning rates taking into account erosive burning effects provides
a means of accounting for one of the principal effects of a surface regression
which varies along the length of the grain. This is the effect on tailoff
characteristics which, in somewhat simplified terms, is treated in the
present analysis by reducing the burning surface at tailoff in proportion to
the length of propellant that has experienced burnout according to the linear
model of the regressing surface.
A discussion of the program input and output variables is presented in
Section II of this report. This will serve as a guide to the user in proper
specification of his problem and interpretation of the output. The discussion
should also be read by those desiring to understand the mathematical analysis
which is outlined as a step-by-step procedure in Section III. However,
Section III may be omitted without loss of continuity by the user interested
only in understanding how to specify his problem. Section IV presents the
information required to operate the program and computer format and flow-
charts. Once the input variables discussed in Section II have been specified,
the information given in Section IV should suffice for anyone familiar with
use of a computer having FORTRAN IV capability to obtain the program output.
Also, the program listing and flowcharts in Section IV will be useful for
determining how to modify the program and for a detailed understanding of
the program logic. However, for those desiring to understand only the basic
logic of the program, study of Section III is recommended, as it was written
as a step-by-step procedure with the purpose in mind of conveying the basic
program logic. Section V presents test cases and comparison with results of
others, both theoretical and experimental. Again those seeking only to know
how to use the program may omit this section, although the user will find
the example listings of input and output data, which are presented only here,
helpful. Finally, the Appendix is a design data compilation resulting from
use of the program which may be of aid to the designer in predicting effects
of various design parameters on SRM characteristics and performance.
II. DISCUSSION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT
The computer program described in this report is capable of calculating
performance for a large variety of different grains and combinations. On
the other hand, to attain the goal of a simplified program, it is necessary
to impose substantial restrictions on the geometric end constraints of the
burning grain surfaces. Thus the accuracy of results will depend to a large
degree on judicious selection of the geometric input variables. The difficul-
ties encountered in approximating the geometric burning characteristics may
be lessened, of course, by making use of the program options which permit
specification of the burning geometry of part or all of the grain by using
tabular inputs with the distance burned being the single argument. In any
event, it is necessary that the program user have a clear understanding of
the definition of each input variable so that he can appropriately specify each
configuration to be analyzed. In addition, the user must understand how to
specify proper design criteria and the physical characteristics of propellant
and inert materials.
In this section each input variable is defined in the order in which it
is encountered in the program. The English or Greek symbol is given first
followed by the computer symbol in parenthesis. Sketches of geometric
characteristics are given for clarification. Where appropriate, additional
discussion of the variable and recommended or typical numerical values are
given. In addition, the present outputs of the program are defined. It is
the aim of this section to provide a guide to the user in the specification
of his problem and interpretation of the outputs.
Propellant Characteristics
Pp (RHO) Density of the solid propellant (slugs/in. 3).
a (A) Propellant burning rate coefficient in the equation r = aPn
(in/sec-psian).
n (N) Burning rate exponent (1).
*eb (ALPHA) Erosive burning coefficient in the Robillard-Lenoir burning
rate rule (Equation III-ll)(in 2 .8-ft0, 8/secl. 81bf 0 .8 ).
0 (BETA) Erosive burning pressure coefficient in the Robillard-Lenoir
rule (1).
S(MU) Absolute viscosity of the chamber gases (lbf-sec/in-ft).
C* (CSTAR) Characteristic exhaust velocity (ft/sec). This is the gas
dynamic characteristic velocity which can be obtained from
the expression C* = YRE7/r where R is the gas constant and
T the adiabatic flame Eemperature of the propellant.
c
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Primary Basic Motor Dimensions
L (L) Total initial perforated grain length including gaps at slots
(in.). This is used only for calculation of the initial
length Reynolds number and in the erosive burning rate equation.
' (TAU) Web thickness of the controlling propellant length (in.). (See
ZO below for definition of controlling length). If the grain
is tapered, the length average value should be specified
excluding lengths having additional taper not represented by
ZO and segments located anywhere having a stepdecrease in thick-
ness. Such step decreases must be handled by the additive
tabular input option if they introduce two significantly
different web thicknesses for the same grain type; e.g., two
circular perforated grains. If a circular perforated grain
is used, it is assumed that it will have the approximate
average web thickness of the controlling propellant length.
V i (VCI) Initial volume of chamber gases (in3). This is the volume of
the empty case less the volume of the propellant. A reasonable
estimate based on the case volume and the estimated volumetric
loading density will suffice.
Vcf (VCF) Final volume of chamber gases (in3 ). This is the volume of
the empty case. A reasonable estimate will suffice.
D.* (DTI) Initial diameter of the nozzle throat (in.).
a (ALFAN) Exit half angle of the nozzle (radians).
6 (THETA) Cant angle of the nozzle with respect to the motor axis
n (radians).
LTa (LTAP) Estimated length of grain at the aft end at start of first
tailoff having an additional taper not represented by ZO or THETAG
(in.). See Figure II-1. This variable permits the designer
to specify an additional taper at the nozzle end of a circular
perforated or star grain to produce regressivity shortly
before tailoff.
xTa (XT) Difference in web thickness at ends of LTAP (in.).See Figure II-1.
z (ZO) Initial difference between web thickness at the head and
aft ends of controlling grain length, not including any
initial length associated with LTAP or THETAG (in.). The
controlling length of the grain is the axial length between
the head end of the grain and the position of exrrected
maximum Mach number in the port. It may be assumed, in most
cases, that this length terminates whenever there is an abrupt
decrease in web thickness near the aft end of the chamber or
when e G is greater than 50 .
Ta cn
L. i
cn 
Figure II-1. Basic motor dimensions. LGci, LGni, and eG are used only for circular perforated grains.The controlling grain length may be LGci or some lesser value depending on the positionof maximum port Mach number. Tw is the length average web thickness over the grainlength excluding the lengths associated with LTa, eG and the head end dome.
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Basic Performance Constants
AyI1 (DELTAY) Initial desired burn increment (in.). This increment will
be used by the program for the initial 5% of the web
thickness burned, for the period shortly preceding and
following tailoff and at such other times as the rate
of pressure change.is large. Larger increments will
automatically be used at other times. An initial
increment size of approximately 0.005Tw is recommended
but larger increments may be used for relatively flat
burning surface versus distance burned traces.
xout (XOUT) Distance burned at which the propellant breaks up (in.).
This permits the option of specifying termination of
burning resulting from possible structural breakup of
the propellant. If this option is not desired, XOUT should
be set to some large value; e.g., 1000 in.
(AP/Ay)out (DPOUT) Rate of change of pressure with respect to distance burned
at which the propellant is extinguished (lb/in3 ). This
permits the option of specifying termination of burning
resulting from rapid depressurization. If this option is
not desired, DPOUT should be set to some large value;
e.g., 10,000 psia/in. However, if an abrupt tailoff is
expected, a smaller value of DPOUT must be specified as
the computer will not otherwise be able to handle the
discontinuity. For large motors (120 in. dia. and up) a
value of 500 psia/in is recommended and proportionately
larger values for smaller motors.
CF (ZETAF) Thrust loss coefficient (1). In the absence of data to
the contrary a value of 0.98 is recommended.
tbl (TB) Estimated burning time (sec). This and the variable that
follows permits the program to calculate delivered specific
impulse and thrust based on an assumed trajectory which was
determined from analysis of typical large SRM applications.
hb (HB) Estimated burnout altitude (ft). To obtain sea level
performance characteristics, HB should be set equal to
zero.
X (GAM) Ratio of specific heats for propellant gases (1).
E (RADER) Radial erosion rate of the nozzle (in/sec). A value of
0.0135 ips has been used by one propulsion company to
predict the performance of 156 in. dia. motor with a
graphite tape-phenolic impregnated throat.
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Basic Properties for Weight Calculation
(Wp)k (PIPK) Temperature sensitivity coefficient of pressure at constant
K = Ab/A* (1/oF).
ATi (DTEMP) Maximum expected increase in initial grain temperature above
design point conditions (OF).
(op/P)(SIGMAP) Statistical variation in the maximum calculated pressure(l);
i.e., one standard deviation in maximum pressure divided by
the calculated value of maximum pressure. The value used is
typically 0.03 for an untried design. Lower values may be
used if supported by data on a proven design.
Syc /Syc(SIGMAS)Statistical variation in yield strength of the case material
(1). A value of 0.02 is recommended. Alternately Svc may be
taken as the minimum yield strength in which case SIGMAS is 0.
nl,n 2 (N1,N2) Number of standard deviations in maximum chamber pressure and
case yield strength, respectively, to be used as bases for
design (1). A value of 3 gives statistical assurance that
99.5% of the time the calculated limits of the variable will
not be exceeded in tests.
S
ycnom Nominal yield strength of the case material (ibs/in 2 ). See
(SYCNOM) also SIGMAS.
D (DCC) Estimated mean diameter of the motor case (in.). A rough
estimation of the case and insulation thicknesses may be
added to the grain diameter to obtain DCC.
'c (PSIC) Safety factor on case thickness (1). This factor is super-
imposed on the safety provided by use of the statistical
limits on pressure and case strength.
6  (DELC) Specific weight of the case material (lbs/in3). For steel
c the approximate value is 0.283 lbm/in 3.
Lcc (LCC) Length of the cylindrical portion of the case including forward
and aft segments (in.).
n (NSEG) The number of case segments (1). NSEG is 1 for a mono-
lithic case.
hn (HCN) Axial length of the nozzle closure (in.). See Figure II-1.
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S (SYNNOM) Nominal yield strength of the nozzle structural material
yn (lb/in 2 ).
*s 'a Safety factor on the nozzle structural and ablative
(PSIS,PSIA) materials, respectively (1). No additional allowances are
made in the computation for statistical variation, so PSIS
and PSIA provide the only safety factors. Values of 1.4
and 2.0 are recommended for PSIS and PSIA, respectively.
Kl,K2 (K1,K2) Empirical constants in the nozzle weight estimation equation
(Eq. 63b). (ibm/in3 , in/sec). For single, submerged conical
nozzles using ablative exit cones with the steel body extend-
ing over about one-third of the exit cone, the values recom-
mended based on empirical analysis of large (120 to 156 in.
.dia.) SRMs are K1 = 0.208 lbm/in 3 and K2 = 0.0925 in/sec.
These values should also yield approximations of the weights
for smaller and larger nozzles of the same type. For better
results with larger or small motors or nozzles of different
types, the K's should be redetermined.
ins (PSIINS) Safety factor on the nozzle insulation (1). No additional
allowance is made in the computations for statistical varia-
tion. A value of 2.0 has been used extensively in man-rated
applications.
6. (DELINS) Specific weight of the case insulation (bm/in 3). DELINS is
ins typically 0.0462 ibm/in 3.
Keh (KEH) Erosion rate of the exposed insulation taken everywhere the
same except at the nozzle closure (in/sec). KEH is typically
0.003 in/sec.
K (KEN) Erosion rate of the exposed insulation in the nozzle closure.
en KEN is typically 0.012 in/sec.
6, (DLINER) Specific weight of the liner (ibm/in 3). DLINER is typically
0.033 lbm/in .
rL (TAUL) Thickness of the liner (in.). TAUL is typically 0.065 in.
W (WA) Any additional weight not considered elsewhere in weight
calculations (lbm). This includes weights associated with
thrust termination and thrust reversal, thrust vectoring
devices, thrust skirts (except for "y" joints), ignitors,
instrumentation and final thermal protection of the motor
case after burnout (see Eq. 64, Section III).
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Input to Establish the Program and Basic Grain Configuration and Arrangement
Iop (INPUT) 1 for only tabular input.
2 for only equation input.
3 for a combination of 1 and 2.
G (GRAIN) 1 for an entirely circular perforated grain.
op
2 for star grain only.
3 for combination of 1 and 2.
Sop (STAR) 0 fdr an entirely circular perforated grain.
1 for standard star (See Fig. 11-2).
2 for truncated star (See Fig. 11-3).
A standard star may not be combined with a truncated star.
nT (NT) Number of thrust termination passageways in grain (1)
NT is zero if there are no thrust termination passageways.
Q (ORDER) 1 if a star grain is at head end and a circular perforated
grain at aft controlling end.
2 if a circular perforated grain is at both ends. A star
grain segment may still be present.
3 if a circular perforated grain is at head end and a star
at the aft controlling end.
4 if a star grain is at both ends.
If grain = 1, value of order must be 2
If grain = 2, value of order must be 4.
It is important to realize that ORDER establishes the control-
ling port area equations to be used. Thus if the nozzle end
segment is not indeed the controlling one (the one that
establishes the maximum Mach number in the port), ORDER should
be specified to designate the actual controlling segment as
the nozzle end segment. GRAIN, STAR, N1 and ORDER are not
used for INPUT = 1, but values must be assigned for continuity
of computer operations.
f'
I I /2
y // // ! :/
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Figure 11-2. Standard star grain cross-section. The evolution of the burning perimeteris shown. Calculated variables are circled. Second and third (final)
zones of burning are cross-hatched.
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Figure 11-3. Truncated (slotted tube) star grain cross-section. The evolution ofthe burning perimeter is shown. Calculated variables are circled.
First and third (final) burning zones are cross-hatched.
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Tabular Burning Surface and Port Areas (Not required for INPUT = 2)
AbpT (ABPK) Burning area in the port (in2 ).
AbsT (ABSK) Burning area in the slots (in2 ).
AbnT (ABNK) Burning area at the nozzle end (in
2 ).
A phT (APHK) Port area at the nozzle end of the controlling grain length
(in2 ).
A pnT(APNK) Port area at the head end of the grain (in2 ).
APHK and APNK are not required when INPUT is 2 or 3; the
equation inputs must be used to provide the information in
these cases. Values of all A's used must be specified to
completely describe the burning surface and port areas versus
distance burned. The program computes intermediate values by
linear interpolation. The number of values required is
arbitrary and limited only by the storage capacity of the
computer, but values must be specified for y = 0. Also, as
an example of the procedure for specifying terminal values
which must be followed, burning surfaces must be specified
as zero at burnout of the tabular surfaces and at a
y exceeding the highest anticipated calculated performance
value. Separate input cards must be prepared for each value
of y and arranged as described in Section IV of this report.
The use of these tabular values in conjunction with the
equation inputs (INPUT = 3) increases the flexibility of the
program considerably. Frequently it is easy to estimate
burning surface effects which end constraints on the equation
inputs neglect. In this case a table of input values can
be readily prepared from estimates of the effects. Also, the
program can be run first without the tabular values and outputs
used as an aid in obtaining the estimate. For example, the
burning perimeters of a star grain can be determined in this
way and the values used to estimate the effects of a head
end closure on the star grain.
Geometry for Circular Perforated Grain - Not required for completely star-
shaped grain (GRAIN = 2) or for only tabular inputs (INPUT = 1)
DO (DO) Length average outside diameter of circular perforated
grain, excluding lengths extending into the closures (in.).
Di (DI) Length average inside initial diameter of circular perforated
grain (in.). Only the controlling length excluding LTAP
should be considered in the averaging
AD. (DELDI) Difference between the initial circular perforated grain
diameter at the nozzle end of the controlling length and
DI (in.).
S (S) Number of burning flat ends of a circular perforated grain
not including an extreme aft grain end (1).
0 G (THETAG) Angle burning surface element of circular perforated grain
located at the extreme nozzle end of chamber makes with the
motor axis (radians). See Figure II-1. THETAG must be set
to zero if a star grain is located at the nozzle end (GRAIN = 3,
ORDER = 3) or if aft end burning surfaces are represented by
tabular values. THETAG is w/2 if the circular perforated grain
represented by equations has a flat burning surface located at
the extreme nozzle end of the chamber. If THETAG is less than
or equal to 50, a value must be assigned (zero is satisfactory),
but the effect of THETAG on burning surface area is not com-
puted (See also LGNI and LTAP). THETAG is zero if the end
surface is flat and inhibited.
LGci (LGCI) Initial total axial length of circular perforated grain
represented by equation inputs not including gaps (in.). LGCI
excludes lengths associated with THETAG.
LGni (LGNI) Initial slant length of a burning conical circular perforated
grain at the nozzle end (in.). LGNI is set equal to zero if
THETAG is less than or equal to 5 0 . In this case the length
otherwise associated with LGNI should be added to LGCI. If
the error in burning surface area thus introduced is deemed
significant, a correction may be introduced by making use of
tabular inputs in combination with the equation inputs. Basic
effect of small THETAG on tailoff may be accounted for by
specification of LTAP. If a nozzle end burning surface is flat
(THETAG = w/2), LGNI equals one half the difference between
inside and outside local grain diameters.
6 (THETCN) The contraction angle of a circular perforated grain bonded to
the nozzle closure. See Figure II-1. Use an estimated value
which yields approximately the correct volume of propellant
burned. If a star shaped grain is located at the extreme nozzle
end of the chamber or if tabular values are used to represent
downstream burning surfaces, THETCN is wr/2. THETCN is also r/2
if the extreme aft end of the grain is inhibited, but only a
flat ended, inhibited grain (THETAG = 0) which does not extend
into the nozzle closure may be accurately represented. THETCN is
zero for a burning flat end (THETAG = w/2) which does not extend
into the closure.
ech (THETCH) The contraction angle of a circular perforated grain bonded to
the head end. See Figure II-1. Use an estimated value which
yields approximately the correct volume of propellant burned.
THETCH is T/2 if the extreme forward end of the circular perfor-
ated grain (bonded or not) represented by equations is flat. A
head end flat burning surface is treated by proper specification
of S.
/
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Basic Geometry for Star Grains - Not required for entirely circular perforated
grains (GRAIN = 1) or for only tabular inputs (INPUT = 1)
n (NS) Number of burning flat end surfaces of a star grain not
located at extreme nozzle end of the chamber (1).
LGsi (LGSI) Initial total axial length of star-shaped perforated grain
represented by equations (in.). No provision comparable
to the use of LGNI for circular perforated grains is made
here to treat effects resulting from THETAG greater than 50.
Adjustments may be made, however, by use of tabular input
values in conjunction with the equation inputs. Also, effects
of taper, including additional small taper at the nozzle
end, on tailoff may be treated by use of the variables ZO, XT
and LTAP.
n (NP) The number of star points (1).
Rc (RC) The star grain outside radius (in.).
f (FILL) The fillet radius at star valleys (in.). See Figure 11-2,3.
n (NN) Number of burning flat end surfaces (0 or 1) of a star grain
n located at the extreme nozzle end of the chamber (1).
Special Geometry for Truncated Star - Not required for standard star grains
(STAR = 1)
R (RP) The length average initial radius of the truncation (in.).
See Figure 11-3.
T (TAUS) The length average initial thickness of the propellant web
at the bottom of the slots (in.).
Special Geometry for Standard Star Grain - Not required for truncated star
grains (STAR = 2)
T (TAUWS) The web thickness of a standard star grain (in.). See
ws
Figure 11-2. If the grain is tapered, the length average
value should be used. TAUWS will be the same as TAU if
the entire controlling length of grain is a star grain.
Otherwise TAUWS may or may not be different from TAU.
6f (THETAF) Angular location of the fillet center of standard star
from line of symmetry (radians).
a (THETAP) The apex angle of the star point (radians).
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Geometry of Thrust Termination Passageways - Not required if NT = 0.
£TP (LTP) Initial length of the termination passageway between the
centers of gravity of perimeters of the bases (in.). See
Figure II-1.
DTp (DTP) Initial diameter of the termination passage (in.).
6 T (THETTP) The acute angle between the axis of the passage and the
motor axis (radians).
TTeff (TAUEFF) Estimated effective web thickness at the termination port
(in.). The user must judge the distance burned at which the
effect of the termination passage on modification of the
burning surface geometry ceases to be significant. In general,
this should be between two-thirds and full web thickness. The
equation used to account for the burning surface is based on
a passageway in a circular perforated grain terminated at
the case by a flat inclined plane. Thus only a rough estimate
of the effect of the termination passage is provided.
Special Equation Inputs - Required only at the option of the user. May be
used when INPUT = 1, 2, or 3.
B (BBP) Additive burning surface input as function of Y for portburning surface (in2 ).
Bbs (BBS) Additive burning surface input as function of Y for slotburning surface (in2 ).
Bbn (BBN) Additive burning surface input as function of Y for nozzleend burning surface (in2 ). In order to make use of the option
of specifying the B's, a minor program modification is required.
The B's are all set equal to zero in the present program. If
this option is to be used the program statements assigning
values to the B's are easily replaced with the desired
equation inputs.
Program Outputs
The variables whose values are printed by the present program are
defined below. Additional variables may also be printed with minor program
modification.
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Outputs as functions of time
t (T) Operating time (sec.). This is calculated from the time
initial equilibrium operating pressure is attained.
y (Y) Average distance burned (in.).
rn (RNOZ) Nozzle end controlling burning rate (in/sec).
r (RHEAD) Head end burning rate (in/sec).
Pon (PONOZ) Stagnation pressure at the nozzle end of the chamber (lb/in
2 ).
Ph (PHEAD) Pressure at the head end of the chamber (lb/in
2 ).
1/J (PTAR) Port-to-throat cross-sectional area ratio (1).
Fr (NNOZ) Mach number at the nozzle end of the controlling grain length (1).
S G (SG) Average perimeter of a star-shaped grain (in.). This will
be printed as zero if there is no star grain or if tabular
input values are used alone.
Pa (PATM) The atmospheric pressure at altitude (lb/in2 ). This is based
on the assumed trajectory and specification of HB.
Abp+ Abs+ Abn The total burning surface of the propellant (in 2 ).
(SuMAB)
C (CFVAC) The vacuum thrust coefficient (1). No adjustments are made
in the calculations for nozzle divergence, cant, or other losses.
F (FVAC) The vacuum thrust (lbf). Adjustments are made in FVAC and F
vac for nozzle divergence and cant, and other losses.
F (F) The delivered thrust based on the assumed trajectory (lbf).
Losses are included.
Weight and related values
Wpl (WPl) Propellant weight calculated from mass discharge rates (ibm).
Wp2 (WP2) Propellant weight calculated from the products of burning surfaces
and incremental distances burned (lbm).
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Ph ma4 P HMAX )  Maximum head end chamber pressure calculated by the program
(ib/in 2 ).
W (WP) Arithmetic average of WPl and WP2 (ibm). A check on the
calculation accuracy is provided by comparison of this with
WP1 or WP2.
Isp (ISP) Average delivered specific impulse (lbf-sec/lbm). Losses
are included as for FVAC and F.
IT (ITOT) Total delivered specific impulse (ibf-sec). Losses are
included.
I (ISPVAC) Average vacuum specific impulse (ibf-sec/lbm). Losses are
spvac included.
P (PMEOP) Maximum expected operating pressure (ib/in2 ). This includes
allowances for statistical variations and initial grain
temperature.
Scc(TAUCC) Thickness of the cylindrical section of the case.
Wc (WC) Total weight of the empty case (ibm).
Wn (WN) Total weight of the nozzle (ibm).
W. (WINS) Total weight of the case insulation (ibm).ins
WM (WM) Total weight of the loaded case including added weight,
WA (lbm).
CM (ZETAM) Motor mass fraction; i.e., the ratio WP/WM (1).
IT/WM (RATIO) Total delivered impulse-to-motor weight ratio (lbf-sec/lbm)
III. ANALYSIS
This section of the report presents the mathematical analysis of the SRM
design problem in a step-by-step procedure. The aim is twofold: 1),to
identify the fundamental physical relationships used and 2) to establish the
basic mathematical logic of the computer program.
No attempt has been made to justify completely the relationships used.
The theory applied involves, in the main, basic internal ballistics and
trigonometry applied in a more or less conventional way. The internal
ballistics analysis follows one-dimensional frictionless compressible flow
theory with the flow taken as reversible in the nozzle. Equilibrium pressure
is established by iteration to find the chamber pressure which balances the
mass flow rate relationship
m = rG - d(pcV )/dt
A number of excellent references are available which explain the fundamental
relations in some detail; e.g., Reference 6, Chapters 5 and 6. Although in
the present analysis fewer simplifying assumptions are made in the application
of the physical principles than in the example and in similar references,
the reader familiar with the basic internal ballistics of SRMs should have no
difficulty in following the procedure and recognizing generalizations of the
elementary approaches. In the development of the weight relationships,
explanation of the assumptions made are given as changes in basic design
criteria, new design approaches, or advances in the state-of-the--art may dictate
changes to the equations used.
Internal Ballistics
At this point it is assumed that the port areas at the head and nozzle ends
and burning surfaces areas are known as functions of the distance burned.
The procedure for calculating these quantities is given later in this section.
The computer program uses a subroutine in calculating the areas which is
called as required.
0. Set y = 0 and t = 0
1. Compute A* and M in turn from:
n
a. A* = (f/4)(D.* + 2E t) 2
b. M = (XA*/Apn ){21 + (y-1)M n2/23/(y+l)}(Y+)/2(y-1)
where X = (Abp + Abs)/(A + Abs + Abn
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2. Compute
un  yC*Mn {[2/(y+ 1)(+1)/(y-l)/[1 + (y-1)M /23}
3. P /P = [1 + (y-1)M 2/2]-y/(T-l)
4. y -2 2/(y+l)I(y+1)/2(y-1)
5. J = A*/Apn
6. Compute first estimate of Pon'
Pon = [ap C*(Abp + Abs + Abn )/A * 1/(l -
n ) + 2 2 / 2 )n / - n )
7. Compute mass flow discharge rate through nozzle
m = A* Pon/C*
8. Pn = (P/Pon) Pon
9. Ph Pn + 2 mDUn/(Aph + Apn
10. Compute head end burning rate
rh = aP
11. Compute nozzle (aft) end burning rate
rn = aPnn + aeb (DX/Apn) 0 . 8 /L0 . 2 exp(BrnpApn/mD)
The Robillard-Lenoir erosive burning rate rule is used. Reference 7
provides support for this selection, but the relationship may be
changed if desired to express r in terms of any of the variables avail-
able at this point. n
12. Compute the mass flow generation ate
mG = (P/2)[(r h + rn) p + Abs ) + 2aPn Abn ]
13. If 1.001 mD > mG > 0.999 m, the solution is complete for y=O.
Go to step 16
14. If not, set m = mG ' and
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15. Pon = C* m/A*
Return to step 8
16. Compute the initial length Reynolds 
number
ReL = mD XL/Apn
17. Set t = 0.
18. Solve for M in
e
Me = A*/Ae {2[1 + (y-l)Me2/2]/(y+l)}(Y+1)/2(Y- 1)
19. Compute
a. Pe /P = [1 + (y-)M 2/2]-Y/(Y-1)
b. A = wD 2/4
e e
20. Compute extimated altitude (Reference 8, pp. 7-13)
7
h = hb(t/tb)3
21. Compute atmospheric pressure (Reference 8)
Pa = 14.696 exp(-0.43103 x 10-4h)
22. Compute the thrust coefficients
a. CF = r 12y[1-(Pe/Pon)(Y-1)/Y]/(yl)}
+ (A /A*)[(P /Pon) 
- Pa/Pon]
b. CFvac = CF + (Ae/A*)(Pa/P)on
23. Compute thrust
23. a. F = 5F(Cos en) PonA*CF (1 + cos a n)/2
+ (1-cos an)(A /A*)[(P e/Pon) - P/Pon]/2}
23. b. Fyac = TF (cos n )Pon A* {CFVac(1+cos an)/2
+ (1-cos an)(Ae/A*)(Pe /Pon)/2}
The above thrust equations have been arranged so that the nozzle divergence
loss factor (1 + cos an)/2 modifies only the momentum term of the thrust
equation.
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24. Compute the instantaneous specific impulses and total delivered inpulses
24. a. Isp= F/ mgo
24. b. I = F c
spvac vacomD 0
24. c. I = E F At.T j
24. d. I= F AtTvac E vac j j
where the bars indicate here and below the arithmetic average value over
Ay except at y=O where the initial value is used.
25. Set y = Ay1 and j = 1 Repeat steps 1 through 3 and 5
26. Compute a first estimate of new mass flow discharge rate using the value
of Pon at the beginning of the previous increment.
;D = A* Po/C* Repeat steps 8 through 12
27. a. Compute an estimate of dPc /dy, the rate of change of chamber pressure
APc/ Ay = (P lav/ )(Aav /Ay)
+ [av/(bp + bs + bn) ]A(Abp + Abs + Abn)/AY
where the subscript av indicates the arithmetic averages of nozzle andhead end values.
27. b. Compute the gaseous volume of the case
c = Vci + A bp + Abs Abn)j
r
28. If 1.002 mD mG +2 C* c  c P av Abp + An + Abs ) ] > 0.998 m,
the solution is complete for y = E Ay
Go to step 31
29. If not, set
mD = mG - (V v/122 92) AP/Ay, and
30. Ponj = mC*/A* Repeat steps 8 through 12 and then 27 through 28
31. a. Compute the time increment
Atj = 2Ayj/(h + rn)
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31. b. Compute the time
t = E Atj
32. Compute the difference between web thicknesses at the head and aft
ends of the controlling grain length exclusive of any length near the
nozzle end having an additional taper for the purpose of controlling
tailoff characteristics (See discussion of Tw , z , LT and XTa' Section
z = E AtJ (rnj - rhj ) + zJ nj hj o
33. Repeat steps 18 through 24c.
34. Set j = 2
35. If y > 0.05 Tw and
y + Ayl < (W - Iz/2 - xTa) j and
J -i
Ivc rav/r 2 c*2) APc/AyijYl = /100,
set Ayj = 10 Ay
36. If not, set Ayj = Ayl
37. Not used
38. y = E Ay
39. a. Repeat steps 1 through 3 and then 26 through 33 and 35 through 38
using A and A* in 1pn
39. b. Set j = 3,4,... Repeat steps 35 through 39b for each j
until y > T -Iz/21
39. c. Set z = zw and Ay = Ayw ( is now w)
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39. d. Compute the loss in length of burning propellant T, associated
with additional tailoff controlling taper near the nozzle end of the
grain.
(1) If XTa = 0, set T, = 0
(2) If XTa > 0, set
T = (Y - T + XTa + z/2)LTa/xTa
If T < 0, set T = 0
If T > LTa
, set TY = LTa
40. If z < 0 and
w-
40. a. If JzWI > Ay and y < Tw + zJ/21, set
Abp + Abs + Abn = Abto 1 + E Ayj/z w  Ay,/2zw]J=w
40. b. If Izw < Ay, or if y > + T z/21 ,set
Abp + Abs + Abn = Abm
41. If z > 0 and
w
41. a. If z > Ay1 and y < T + z/2, set
Abp + Abs + Abn = Abm 1 - Z Ayj/z w + Ay/2 zw ]j=w
+ Abto E AYYj/z w - Ayw/2Zwljw
41. b. If zw < AyI or y Tw + z /2, set
Abp + Abs + Abn = Abto
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42. a. Compute a first estimate of Pon during tailoff
Pon = [ap C*(Abp + Abs + Abn)/A*]
1 / ( l - n )
42. b. Set Ph = P
on
43. a. Compute m = A*Pon/C*
43. b. APc/Ay = [Pon/(1-n)(p + bs + n ) A(Abp + Abs + Abn)/A
43. c. rh = aPon
43. d. r n = rh
44. mG = pp rav (Abp + Abs + Abn)
45. Not used
46. Repeat steps 27b through 29, then 47a, b, and c below as required
until 28 is satisfied
47. a. Ponj = Pon(j-1) + ( APc/Ay)Ay
47. b. Ph = Pon
47. c. Repeat steps 43b through h6
48. a. Repeat steps 31a through 33, 36 and 38
48. b. Repeat steps 40 through 47c for other values of j > w until
P < 30 psia, or
on ___
AP /Ayj > I(AP/Ay)tl , or
y = x or
(Abp + Abs + Abn) = 0
If any of the conditions in step 48b are met, begin "half-second trace."
49. a. Set Pht = Ph
49. b. Set t t = t
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49. c. Pn = Pht exp[-F 2C*212(t - tt)/Vc]
49. d. Set P = P
on n
49. e. Compute mD = on A*/C*
49. f. Compute t = E At
49. g. Set Atj = 0.5 sec.
49. h. Repeat steps 49c through 4 9g ten times or until
Ph < 30 psia
50. Not used
51. a. Calculate weight of propellant burned
W = g0  m Atj
51. b. W 2 pgo (p +  s + %n) AYj
51. c. W (Wpl + Wp2)/2
52. a. Compute
Ispav = IT/W
52. b. Ispav vac = IT vac /Wp
53. Determine the maximum head end pressure Ph max
Inert Weight Calculations
54. Calculate the maximum expected instantaneous pressure at the upper
limit of initial grain temperature
Pmeop = Phmax [1 + nI (a p/P)] exp[( ) KATi]meop h max 1 p pK
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55. Calculate the minimum expected case material yield strength
Syc Syc nom [1 - n ( S  c /Syc)]
56. Compute the nominal thickness of the cylindrical portion of the case
cc = c meop Dcc /2Sye
57. Compute the weight of the case material in the cylindrical length
including forward and aft segment joints
Wcc = cc Dcc 6 Lcc [1+ (nseg - 1)(40T cc/Lcc)]
Note: A joint is considered 4 nominal case thicknesses thick and
10 nominal case thicknesses long.
58. Compute the hoop-stress thickness requirement for the head end and aft
end closures.
Tcd = c meop cc/4 Syc
59. Compute the weight of the head end dome
Wch = 2.5 wDcc2 c T cd/2
Note: The 2.5 multiplying factor is an allowance for the igniter boss
and forward thrust skirt attachment joint ("Y" joint). A similar but
larger (4.5) allowance is made in the aft closure weight calculation for
the nozzle and aft thrust skirt attachment joint. In case only one skirt
is used, the dual allowance should still roughly approximate the net
weight requirement because of the greater load carrying requirement placed
on the single thrust reacting element.
60. Compute the estimated weight of the nozzle closure
Wcn = 4.5 D hn 6/2
en cc cn Td
61. Compute the total estimated weight of the motor case
W = W + Wch + Wc cc ch cn
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62. Compute the nozzle expansion ratio
c = Ae/A*
63. Compute the estimated weight of the nozzle
Wn = KiD*2 [K2 tf *a + (c-C 2 ) Pmeop D* * /S ]/[l +(sin a )/2]
64. Compute the estimated weight of the case insulation
Wins = tf ins 6ins Dcc {Ken [0.80 D cc/2
+ (s + ns ) Tw/2
+ 0.15 (Lcc - TS - Tw ns)/ins]
+ K 0.80 h }en cn
Note: Head and nozzle end domes are assumed exposed for 80 percent of tb.
The cylindrical length, exclusive of the areas exposed by circumferential
slot burning, is assumed exposed for 15 percent of tb with no safety
factor. No allowance is made for final thermal protection of exposed
areas for which an allowance may be included in Wa.
65. Compute the estimated weight of the liner
W = T 6 kDcc [Dcc/2 + Lcc + h n
66. Compute the estimated total motor weight
W =W +W +W. + W + w +W
m c n ins I a p
67. Compute the motor mass fraction
= Wp/WM
68. Compute the total impulse to motor weight ratio IT/WM.
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Burning Surfaces and Port Areas
The geometric relations described below are treated in the computer
program as a major subroutine. It should be noted that end effects are
treated by approximations both in the specification of input variables and
in several instances in the mathematical relationships used.
AO.a. Select an option for the type of input.
If only tabular input, set Iop = 1
If only equation input, set I = 2
op
If a combination input, set I = 3op
AO.b. Select an option for the grain configuration.
If only a circular perforated grain, set Gop = 1
If only a star grain, set G = 2
op
If a combination grain, set G op 3
AO.c. Select an option for the type of star.
If a standard star, set S = 1
op
If a truncated star, set S = 2
op
AO.d. Select an option for the grain arrangement.
If a star grain is at head end of the chamber and a
circular perforated grain at nozzle end, set Qop = 1
If circular perforated grains are at both ends of
the chamber, set Q = 2
op
If a circular perforated grain is at the head end of the
chamber and a star grain is at the nozzle end, set Qop 3
If star grains are at both ends of the chamber, set Qop = 4
AO.e. Specify the number (nT) of thrust termination passageways in the
grain.
AO.f. Specify tabular input values of burning surface areas AbpT, AbsT'
and AbnT versus y. Set each equal to zero if Iop = 2.
1o
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AO.g. If I = 1, specify the head end and nozzle end controlling
portoRreas An T versus y.
Al. If Iop = 1, set AAbT' = Abpc = Abps = Absc = Abss = Anc = Abns = 0
Go to step A51
A2. If I = 2 or 3 Go to step A3a
op
A3.a. If G = 1 or 3 Go to step A4
op
A3.b. If Gop = 2, set Abpec = Abse =Abnc 0
Go to step A7
A4. Compute the burning surface areas of tubular grain segments:
A4.a. For slots
Abs c = S/[Do2-(Di + 2y) 2 ]/4 for Abs c > 0
Ab = 0 for A < 0
A4.b. For perforations
If 2y + Di > D , set Abn = Abp c = 0 Go to step A5
If not and if 6G l 5' (See Figure II-1) compute
LG = LGc i - y (cot 8cn + cot ch) and
Abpc = n (Di + 2y)[LGc - Tt - Sy] for Abpc > 0
Abpc = 0 for Abp c  0, or
If 0G > 50, compute
Abpc = w(D i  2y){LGci - y cot ech - Ta
- [S + tan (OG/2)]y} for Abpc > 0
A pc = 0 for A pc < 0
A4.c. For the nozzle end surface
If 0G < 50 , set Abne = 0
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If 8G > 50, compute
Ab = w[LGni  - y cot ( G + cn)
- y tan (6G/2)][D i + ADi + Y
+ LGni sin G + y csc (G + ecn) sin cn] for A bnc > 0
Note: the above equation represents the entire surface as conical
although a non-conical surface area evolves if 8G + ecn > w/2.
Abn c = 0 for Abnc < 0
A5. Compute the controlling port areas
A5.a. If If Qop = 1 or 4 Go to step A5b.
If Qop = 2 or 3, compute
Aph = w[D i + 2 E r Atj ]2/4 for A < wD 2 /4ph j hj -ph- o
Aph = wD 2 /4 for A > ~D 2 /4ph o ph o
A5.b. If Qop = 3 or 4 Go to step A6
If Qop = 1 or 2, compute
A n = [Di + ADi + 2 E - At ]2/4 for A < rD 02 /4jpn 1 njpn -
A p= D 2 /4 for A > wD 2/4
pn o pn o
A6. If Gop = 1, Go to step A50
A7.a. If G = 2 or 3 and S =1 Go to step A20
op op
A7.b. If Gop 2 or 3 and Sop = 2 Go to step A8
A8. Compute the star point half angle (See Figure II-3)
os = w/np
A9. Compute the approximate length of star sides
S=R -T -f-R
s c s p
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A10. Compute the angular location of the burning slot sides
es = e - are sin [(f+y)/(R p+y))
All. Compute the perimeter of the grain. (If esl < 0, Go to step A22)
All.a. If y < Ts, compute
SG = 2np (Rp + ) sl + s - [(Rp + y) cos (s - )sl
- R ] + n(f+y)/2} Go to step A14
All.b. If not, compute
c = arc sin {[Rc2-(s + R )2-(f+y) 2 ]/2(f+y)( s+ R p)
A12. If 86 > 0, compute
SG = 2np{(Rp + y) 6sl + as - [(Rp + y) cos ( - esl)
- R ] + (y+f) ee} Go to step A14
A13.a. If 6 < 0 and y < R -R , compute
c  c p
SG = 2n {(R +y) sl + [Rc2 (f+y)2 ]
- [(R +y) 2 - (f+y)2]) Go to step A14
c c- p G
Al4. Compute the initial burning area of flat ends of grain.
AGs = '(Rc2- R 2) - np (Wf2/2 + 21 sf)
A15. Compute burning slot end surface areas
= -z - - At]
Abs s = n s GAGs j ravj 3
Set Abss = 0 if Abss < 0 or SG = 0
Al6. Compute burning flat nozzle end surface area
Ans = nn [ AG-s  E SGj inj At ]
Set Abns = 0 if Abn s < 0 or SG = 0GotostepA3
A17,18,19 Not used.
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A20. Compute the half angle of the standard star grain (See Fig. 11-2).
es = w/np
A21. Compute the radial position of the fillet center
f = R -T - f
A22. Compute the grain perimeter (Equation A22a and A22b are taken from
Reference 6, p. 303)
A22.a. If (y+f)/f < (sin f )/cos (0 p/2) and y < T r
SG = 2npf {(sinf)/sin (ep/2) + [(y+f)/kf][n/2 + Os
- p /2 cot (ep/2)] + Os - ef} Go to step A23
A22.b. If (y+f)/f < (sinef)/cos(ep/2) and y > T,
[R 2-_ 2-( y+f)21
SG = 2np {(y+f) arc sin{ c f - (e - 0 /2)}
2£f(y+f) s p
+ (f sinef )/sin( ep/2) - (y+f) cot (0 p/2)}
A22.c. If (y+f)/£f > (sinef)/cos (0 ep/2) and y < T ,
SG = 2n £ t[(y+f)/ ]es + arc sin (- sin ef)] + 0 - 0f}G np f (+f)/f[s y+f s f
Go to step A23
A22.d. If (y+f)/£f > (sinf )/cos (p /2) and y > T ,
SG = 2n (y+f) {f + arc sin ( f sin e
G p f y+f sin f)
[Rc-_f2 - (y+f)2]
- arc cos j for SG > 0
21f (y+f)
SG = 0 for SG < 0
A23. Compute the initial burning areas of slots and flat nozzle end.
(If 6sl < 0, Go to step A14)
AGs = wRc2 - np f2 osin 6f [c  ef - (sin ef) cot (0 p/2)]
+ 0s - af + (2f/£f) [(sin f)/sin (6 /2)
+ 0 - 6f + (f/2£ )(w/2 + 0 - 0 /2 - cot -- ) ]}
s f f s p 2
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A24. Compute the burning slot surfaces
Ass = n s [AGs - SGj Atj] for Abs s > 0
Abs s = 0 for As < 0
A25. Compute the burning flat nozzle end surface
Abn s = nn [AG s - SGj rnj At j for Abns > 0
Abns = 0 for Abn s  0
A26-30 Not used
A31. Compute the port burning surface areas
Aps = [LGsi - T - y (n +n )] SG for Aps > 0
Abps = 0 for Abp s < 0
A32-35 Not used
A36. Compute the controlling port areas of the grain segments
A36.a. If Qop = 2 or 3 Go to step A36b
If Qop = 1 or 4, compute
Aph = wRc2 - AGs + SGj rhj Atj for A < TR 2ph c Gs J Gj hjj ph c
Aph = wR 2 for A > nR 2 or S < 0ph c ph- c -
A36.b. If Qop = 1 or 2 Go to step A50
If Qop = 3 or 4 , compute
An = R 2 - A + S r n At for A < R 2pn c Gs j Gj nj j pn c
A = fR 2 for A > wR 2 or S
pn c pn - c -
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A37-49 Not used
A50.a. If there are no thrust termination passageways in the grain (NT=0)
,
Go to step A51
A50.b. If nT 0 0, compute change in Ab
AAbT = nTw[(DTp + 2y)(kTp-y/sin eTp)
- (DTp + 2y)2/4 + (y+DTp/2)(DTp/2)(1-1/sin Tp)] for y < TTeff
AAbT = 0 for y > TTeff
A51. Compute special equation surface area inputs Bbp, Bbs, and Bbn
Note: the B's are all set equal to zero in the present program but
the zeros may be replaced by any functions of y desired simply by
changing three program statements giving the B's
A52. Compute the total surface areas
A52.a. Abp = AbpT + Abp c + Abps + AAbT + Bbp
Abs = AbsT + Absc + Abs s + Bbs
Abn = AbnT + Abnc + Abns + Bbn
Note: the present analysis treats Abp and Abs identically. They
are kept separate, however, to permit possible alternate treatment.
A53. Compute the burning surface areas applicable to tailoff surface
area calculations
If z > 0, setw-
Abm = (Abp + Abs + Abn) y- Ay/2
j=w
Abto = (Abp + Abs + Abn) y + (Z/2) - /2
If z < 0, set
Abm = (Abp + Abs + Abn) I y - (zw/2) - E Ay /2
j=w
Abto = Ap + Ab +AbsbA n)y - E AyJ/2
J=w
IV. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
This section contains the instructions for preparation and arrangement
of the data cards. Also a complete listing of the program statement is
given followed by flowcharts showing the sequence of computer operations.
Data Card Usage
The data formats have been established to allow the operator to look
at the card and know which variables are represented on it. The format
should be followed to insure correct reading of the inputs. The various data
cards are as follows: (See Table IV-1 for the complete format)
I. Number of configurations
II. Initial zero values
III. Propellant data
IV a&b. Motor geometry (2 cards)
V a&b. Performance data (2 cards)
VI. Input, grain, etc.
VII a&b. Data for tabular input (2 cards)
VIII a&b. Tubular grain input (2 cards)
IX. General star data
X. Truncated star data
XI. Standard star data
XII. Termination port data
XIII a-e. Data for weight calculations (5 cards)
Cards II-VI must accompany each and every configuration even if only
one parameter changes. If INPUT = 1 or 3, a number of sets of data cards
VII a&b are used. Consider a test run on three different configurations:
a. A combination grain with only tabular inputs.
b. A combination circular perforated and standard star grain with
only equation inputs (no termination ports).
c. A truncated star grain with two termination ports using both
tabular and equation inputs.
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The correct order for the data cards is:
Configuration a Configuration b Configuration c
1. I 12. II 21. II
2. II 13. III 22. III
3. III 14. IV a&b 23. IV a&b
4. IV a&b 15. V a&b 24. V a&b
5. V a&b 16. VI 25. VI6. VI 17. VIII a&b 26. VII a&b (y=O)
7. VII a&b (y=O) 18. IX 27. IX
8. VII a&b (Y=yl) 19. XI 28. X9. VII a&b (Y=Y2) 20. XIII a-e 29. XII
10. VII a&b (y=y3) 30. VII a&b (y=yl)11. XIII a-e 31. VII a&b (y=Y2)
32. VII a&b (y=y3)
33. XIII a-e
Note that when tabular inputs are used alone, as in Configuration a., the
sets of cards VII a&b (4 sets for Configuration a).giving the tabular inputsfollow each other sequentially. When combination tabular and equation inputs
are used, as in Configuration c., the sets of cards VII a&b for y=0 follows
card VI and the remaining sets of cards VII a&b follow card XII or the nextlower applicable number if XII does not apply. Note also that if a particulardata card does not apply, no card is used. For example, X is omitted forConfiguration b. and XI for Configuration c.
Program Listing
A complete program listing is presented in Table IV-2
Flowcharts
Flowcharts of the computer program are presented in Figures IV-1 throughIV-3.
TABLE IV-1
DATA CARD FORMATS
ccl cclO cc20 cc30 cc40 cc50 cc60 cc70 cc80
OF II
NUMBER OF CONFIGURATIONS TO BE TESTED =--
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0
III
RHO=-.----- A=-.---- N=-.---ALPHA=--.- BETA=---.- MU=+-.----E+-- CSTAR=----.
IVa
L=----. TAU=--.-- VCI=+- .----E+-- VCF=+-.----E+-- DE= ---.-- DTI=---.--
IVb
THETA=-.--- ALFAN=-.---- LTAP=---.-- XI=--.-- ZO=--.--
Va
DELTAY=-.--- ZOUT=----.-- DPOUT=----.- ZETAF=.--- TB=---. - HB=------ GAM=-.---
Vb
RADER=-I----
INPUT=-- GRAIN=-- STAR=-- NT=---. ORDER=--
VIIa
Y=---.-- ABPORT=+-. ---- E+-- ABSLOT=+-. --- E+-- ABNOZ=+-.----E+--
VIIb
APHEAD=+-.----E+-- APNOZ=+-.----E+--
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TABLE IV-1 (Cont'd)
ccl ccl0 cc20 cc30 cc1 O cc50 cc60 cc70 cc80
VIIIa
DO=---.--- DI=---.--- DDI=I=---.--- S=---. THETAG=------
VIIIb
LGCI=----.-- LGNI=---.-- THETCN=-.----- THETCH=------
NS=---. LGSI=---.-- NP=---. RC=---.--- FILLET=---.--- NN=---.
x
R --- TAUS= ----
XI
THETAF - .----- THETAP=-.----- TAUWS=--.---
LTP=---.-- DTP--.-- THETTP=-.----- TAUEFF=--.---
XIIIa
PIPK= .---- DTEMP=---.-- 'SIGMAP=-.--- SIGMAS=-.--- Nl=--.--
XIIIb
N2=--.-- SYCNOM -------.-- DCC=---.-- PSIC=--.-- DELC=-.---
XIIIc
LCC=---. -- NSEG=--. HCN=--.- SYNNOM=-------.-- PSIS=--.--
XIIId
PSIA=--.-- Kl=.---- K2=-.---- PSIINS=--.-- DELINS=-.----
XIlle 1
KEH=-.--. KEN=-.---- DLINER=-. ---- TAUL=-.---- WA=----.--
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G t I
TABLE IV-2
C * SRV DESIGN ANC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
C * PREPARE AT AUBLRN UNIVERSITY
C * UNCER PCO. NG.6 TO CeCPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH
C * NASA MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
C *
C * ANALYSIS BY R.H. SFCRZINI
C * PROGRAMMING BY J.P. LYON
C * AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
C * ALGUST 1972
REAL VGENVCIS,PNOZ,MN1,JRCCK,N,L,MEI,ME,ISP,IIOT,MU,MASS,ISPVAC
REAL N1,N2,NSEGK1,K2,KEH,KEN,NS,LCC,LTAP
REAL P2,MCBAR,1SP2,ITVAC
COPPON/CCNST1/Zh,AEAT,THETA,ALFAN,G
CCVOIN/CCNST2/CAPGAPVE,BCT,ZETAF,TB,tB,GAM
CCPPON/CCNST3/S,NS
CCMFCN/VARIA1/Y,T,CELYCELTAT,PCNCZPHEAD,RNCZ,RHEA,SUPAB,PMAX
COMPON/VARIA2/AEPORT,ABSLCT,ABNCZ,APHEADCAPNCZ,0ADY,ABP2,ABN2,ABS2
CCFMON/VARIA3/ITCTITVAC,JRCCK,ISPISPVACPCIS,MNCZ,SG,SUPMT
CCMCN/VARIA4/RNT,RHT,SUM2,Rl,R2,R3,Ri-AVE,RNAVE,RBAR,YB,KOUNT,TL
COVVON/VARIA5/AEVAIN,ABTO,SUMOY
READ(5,5CO) NRLNS
C * READ IN THE NUMBER CF CONFIGURATIONS TC BE TESTED
C *4 * ******4*4***************4444* ****************************** *****
50C FORVAT(42X,I2)
CC 901 I=1,NRLNS
WRITE(6,602) I
602 FCRMAT(l-1,42X,'CONFICLRATICN NUPBER ',12)
REAC(5,4S9) SUCMY,ANS,ZW,Y,T,DELTAT,RNOZRHEAC,SUMAB,PHMAXSUM2,IT
ICT,RHT,RNT,R1,R2,R3,RAVE,RNAVEREAR,ITVAC,SUPMT
C *4 *********44***4************************************* +*******
C * SET INITIAL VALUES CF SELECTEC VARIABLES ECUAL TC ZERG
C * ***NOTE*** THESE VALUES MUST BE ZERCEC AT THE BEGINNING CF *
C * EACH CCNFIGLRATICK RUN *
C *< t*******4****44***********************************************
499 FCRVAT(22F3.1)
REAC(5,501) RFC,A,N,ALPHAtETAvLCSTAR
C * READ IN BASIC PRGPELLANT CHARACTERISTICS
C *
C * RHC IS THE CENSITY OF THE PRCPELLANT IN SLLGS/IN**3
C * A IS THE BLRNING RATE CCEFFICIENT
C * N IS THE BLPNING RATE EXPONENT
C * ALPFA ANC BETA ARE THE CONSTANTS IN THE ERCSIVE BURNING
C * RELATICON OF RCBILLARD AND LENIOR
C * VU IS THE VISCOSITY CF THE PRCPELLANT GASES *
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AGE 2
TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
C * CSTAR IS THE CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELCCITY IN FT/SEC *
C *14 44*44*4~t * 4444 44* ~$$4,*
501 FORVAT(4X,F8.6,3X,F6.4,3XF5.3,7X,F4.1,6X,F5.1t4X,El1.4,7X,FS.O)
WRITE(6,603) RIC,AN,ALPHA,BETAPU,CSTAR
603 FORPAT( //,20X,'PROPELLANT CHARACTERISTICS',/,13X,'RHC= ',F8.6,/,1
13X,'A= ',F6.4,/,13X,'N= ',F5.3,/,13X,'ALPFA= *,F4.1,/,13X,'BETA= '
2,F5.1,/,13X,'PL =  *,IPE11.4,/,13X,'CSTAR =  ,I1PE11.4)
READ(5,502) L,TAL,V VVCF,CE,DTI,THETA,ALFAN,LTAP,XT,ZC
C * READ IN BASIC MCTCR DIMENSICNS
C *
C * L IS THE TCTAL LENGTH OF THE GRAIN IN INCHES
C * TAU IS THE AVERAGE WEB THICKNESS OF THE CONTROLLING GRAIN
C * LENGTH IN INCHES
C * VCI IS THE INITIAL CHAPMER VOLLPE IN IN**3
C * VCF IS THE FINAL CHAMBER VOLUME IN IN**3 *
C * CE IS THE CIAMETER CF THE NOZZLE EXIT IN INCHES
C * DTI IS THE INITIAL DIAMETER OF THE NCZZLE THROAT IN INCHES
C * THETA IS THE CANT ANGLE CF THE NOZZLE WITH RESPECT TC ThE
C * VOTCR AXIS IN RADIANS
C * ALFAN IS THE EXIT HALF ANGLE OF THE NOZZLE IN RADIANS
C * LTAP IS THE LENGTH CF THE GRAIN AT THE NCZZLE END HAVING
C * ACDITICNAL TAPER NCT REPRESENTED BY ZC IN INCHES
C * XT IS THE DIFFERENCE IN WEB THICKNESS ASSOCIATED WITH LTAP
C * ZO IS THE INITIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WEB THICKNESSES AT THE *
C * HEAC AhC AFT ENDS CF THE CCNTROLLING GRAIN LENGTH
502 FCRMATI2X,F5.0,5X,F5.2,5X,E 
.4,5X,E11.4,4X,F6.2,5X,F6.2,/,I9 XF6.
14,7X,F6.4,7X,F6.2,5XF5.2,5X,F5.2)
WRITE(6,604) LTAU,VCI,VCF,CE,DTI,THETAALFAN,LTAPXT,ZC
604 FORPAT(//,2CX,'BASIC GCTOR CIMENSICNS',/,13X,'L= ',F5.0,/,13X,'TAL
1= ',F5.2,/,13X,'VCI= ',IPEll 1 ,/,13X,'VCF= ',1PE11.4,/,13X,'CE= ',
21PE11.4,/'l3X,'TI=',lPE11.4,/,13X,'THETA = ',I1PE11.4,/,13X,'ALFAN=
3 ',lPEL1.4,/,13X,'LTAP= ',lPE11.4,/,i3X,'XT= ',IPE11.4,/,13X,'ZO=
4',lPE11.4)
READ(5,503) DELTAY,XCLT,DPCUT,ZETAF,TB,H8,GAM,RACER
C *~*** ****************4*4***4******
C * READ IN BASIC PERFORMANCE CONSTANTS
C *
C * CELTAY IS THE DESIRED BURN INCREMENT DURING TAILOFF IN INCHES *
C * XOUT IS IHE CISTANCE BURNED IN INCHES AT WHICH THE PROPELLANT *
C * BREAKS LP *
C * DPCUT IS THE DEPRESSURIZATION RATE IN LB/IN**3 AT WHICH THE
C * PROPELLANT IS EXTINGUISHEC *
C * ZETAF IS THE THRUST LOSS COEFFICIENT *
C * TB8 IS THE ESTIMATEC BURN TIME IN SECCNCS *
C * H8 IS THE ESTIMATEC BURNOUT ALTITUDE IN FEET
C * GAP IS THE RATIC CF SPECIFIC HEATS FCR THE PRCPELLANT GASES
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SAGE 3
TABLE I'J-2 CCont'd)
C * RADER IS Tt-E RACIAL EROSION RATE OF THE NCZZLE THROAT IN~
C * INC-ES/SEC
503 FOPT7I536XF. XF.97t434951,4XF7.Ct5XF5.3,/,e
IX,F6.4)
WR ITE(6,606) CELTAYXCLT,OPCU~iZETAFTBtH-iGAPRACER
606 FCRMAT(//,15X,*EBASIC PERF0R'ANCE CCtNSTANTS',/#13X,'0ELTAY= 19F5.39
L/#13Xt'XCLT= tiF7.2,/,13XSCPOLT= 'vF7.2,/,13X,'ZETAF= 'tF5.3#/,13
39F6.4s)
fIKI=.85
PE1=7.C
G=32.2
z=zO
S=0.0
NS=0.0
KOUNT=o
ABP~AIN=0.0
ABIC=C .0
CELY=CELTAY
TCP=GAl'+1.
BCTJ=GAM- 1.
Vc=VcI
ZAP=TCP/ (2.*BCT)
CAPGAP=SCRr(GAP)*(2./ICP)**ZAP
t&E=3. 14159*CE**2/4.
1 IF(XT.LE.O.Oj TL=0.0
IF(XT.LE.o.0) CC TO 4C
TL=(Y-TAU+XTiZ/2. )*LIAP/xr
IF (TL.LE.O.0) TL=0.0
IF (TL.GL .LTAP) 1L=LTAP
4C IT=CTI+2.*(RACER*T)
A 1=3. 14159*CT**2/4.
CALL AREAS
IF(ABS(ZI).GT.C.0) GO TO 2C
IF(SUr'AB.LlE.0.C) GO TC 31
X=(AI3PCRT+AESLC I)/SUP'AB
90 tNICO=AT*X/APNCZ*(2.*( 1.-BO1/2.*PN1*M.Nl)/TCP)**ZAP
IF(ABS(MN0Z-MK1).LE.0.002) GO TO 2
?"N =MNOz
GC TO 90
2 VNCZ=GAM*CSTAR*I4NCZ*SCRT(((2./TCP)**(TOP/BCT))/(l.+BOT/2.*MANCZ*MNC
Iz))
PRT(.BT2*NZPC)*-A/GT
JRCCK=AT/APrNCZ
SUt'YA=CELY* (AEP2+A8tN2+A83S2)
IF (Y.EC.O.0) SLP.YA=O.C
VC=VC+SUI'YA
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%GE 4
TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
IF(Y.GT.C.01 GC TO 11
prNCZ=(A*RHC*CSTAR*SUPAO/AT)**(I./(I.-N))*(J.+(CAPGAM*JRCCK)**2/2.
L)**(N/(I.-N))
PCN=PCNOZ
PCIS=AT*PONCZ/CSTAR
P2=PCNCZ
PCNCZ2=PCNOZ
PNCZ=PRAT*PCNCZ
P4=2.*MCIS*VNCZ/(APHEAC+APNOZ)+PNCZ
5 PNCZ=PRAT*PCNCZ
PHEAD=2.*MDIS*VNCZ/(API-EAC+APNOZ)+PNOZ
RHEAD=A*PHEAD**N
ZIT=MCIS*X/APNCZ
RN1=RHEAC
PHEAD2=PFEAC
3 RNOZ=RN1-((RNI-A*PNCZ**N-ALPHA*ZII*4.8/(L**.2*EXP(BETA*RN14RFO/ZIT
1)')/(I.+ALPFA*ZIT**.B*EETA*RHO/ZIT/(L**.2*EXP(BETA*RNI*RHO/LIT))))
IF(ABS(RNI-RNCZ)-LE.0.C02) GO TO 4
RN 1=RNOL
CC TO 3
4 AVE1=(RHEAD+RNCZ)/2.
IF(Y.GT.O.0) GC TO 7
RN2=RNCI
RH2=RHEAD
PCNJ=PCNCZ
CPCCY=0.0
AVE2=AVEI
7 RNAVE=(RNOL+kN2)/2.
RHAVE=(RHEAC+RF2)/2.
PGEN=RHO/2.*((kNOZ+RHEAC)*(ABPORT+ABSLOT)+2.*A*PCNCZ**N*AONCZ)
CRCY=(AVEl-AVE2)/DELY
RBAR=(AVEI+AVE2-)/2.
GMAX=1.002*PCIS
GPIN=0.998*PDIS
IF(Y.GT.C.0) CC TO 12
GPAX=I.C0I*PCIS
GPIN=0.999*NDIS
IF(PGEN.GE.GPfN.ANC.MGEN-LE.GMAX) GC TO 6
PCIS=PGEN
PCNOZ=PDIS*CSTAR/AT
GE TO 5
6 RE=2.*PDIS*X*L/((APNCZ+APHEAD)*PU)
IF(Y.LE.C.0) WRITE(6,101) RE
101 FCRPAT(13XIINITIAL REYNOLCS NUPOER= 191PE11.4)
PCKJ=PCNCZ
17 VE=SCRT(2./BCT*(TOP/2.*(AE*MEI/AT)**(I./ZAP)-l.))
IF(A6S(ME-VEl).LE.0.CC2) GC TO 9
PEI=HL
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~GE 5
TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
GC TO 17
9 CALL CUTPUT
10 IF(Y.LE..05*TAL) GC TC 16
SINKL=VC/(CAPGAP*CSTAR )**2*RBAR*OPCDY/12.
tFASS=.O1*F'O S
ANS4=Y+10.O*OELTAY
IF(KUUNT.Gr.o) C-C TO 16
IF(ABS(S[NK1).LE.MASS.ANO.ANS4.LE.ANS-XT) GC 10 18
GO TO 16
18 CELY=1O.*CELTAY
GC TO 55
16 CELY=CELTAY
55 CELTAT=2.*DELY/(RHVE+dRNAVE)
Z=Z+DELrAT* (RlAVE-RH-AVE)
'V=Y+DELY
T=T+OfLTAT
SUFk2=SUP.AIH
RN2=RNCZ
RH-2=RH-EAC
AVE2=AVE 1
GC TO 1
11 PCIS=AT*PCNCZ/CSTAR
GC TO 5
12 OPCOY=(PHEAC2+FCNOZ2)/(RNAVE+RH.AVE)*ORDY+(PHEA02+PCNOZZ)/(CABP2+AO
1N2+ABS2)*2. )*UACY
IF(ABS(CPCDY).CE.OPOUT.OR.Y.GE.XCUT) GO TO 25
SIKKIVC/(CAPC-A?*CSTR)**2*RBAR*CPCOY/12.+(PHEAD2+PCNCZ2)/2.*IRNAV
IE+RHAVE)/2.*(AEP2*AEN2+ABS2)/(12.*(CSTAR*CAPGAV)**2)
STLFF=PG[TN-SlNK1
IF(STUFF.GE.GI'IN.ANC.STUFF.LEGMAX) GC TO 14
tPC1S=STUFF
PCNOZ=I'OIS*CSTAR/AT
GC TO 5
14~ PI=PCroz
PCNJ=PCNOZ
PCNCZ2=(PI+P2)/2.
P2=PCINCZ
P3= PHE AD
PH-EAD2= CP3+P4 )/2.
P4=PHEAO
ANS=TAU-ABS (Z/2.)
IF(Y.LT.ANS) CALL CUTPUT
IF(Y.LT.ANS) GC TO 10
19 ZW=Z
YIN=y
SUIP'IA=SUT"AB
P IPCNCZ
RI-2=RI-EAC
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RN2=RNC2
RAVE=AVE l
A8PA[N=SLVA0
ABTC=C .0
IsR ITE (6,51)
51 FCfRtAT(48X,I**********************,*/,48X,'****TAIL OFF BEGINS***
20 ANS2=TAU4AHS(Zlm/2.)
KCUt\T=KOUNT+ 1
£ELYW=CELTAY
CY2=OELYW
IF(ZW) 3293203
32 IF(Y.LT.ANS2.AtNC.ABS(ZW).GT.OY2) GC IC 211
SUPABAAl3&I N
GC TO 31
211 SUFCY=SUMCY+CELVW
StAB=(1,+SUVCY/1W-CELYW/(2.*ZW))*AETC-(SLY/ZW-ELYN/(2.*ZN))*AE
1I A [N
GC TO 31
33 IF(Y.LT.ANS2.ANC.Zv.GT.CY2) GC IC 21
SUPAB=.ABTC
GC TO 31
21 SUPYSUPOY+EL~VW
SUA=I-UC/WDL~/2*W)*BAN(UE/%DLi/2*%)
I AET C
31 IF(SU!P'A.LE.O.C) PCNCZ=PONCZ/2.
IF(SUI'tAt.LE-O.C) GC TC 25
PCNCZ=(A*PHC*CSIAR*SUPA2/AT)**(l./(l.-N))
FC LS=tAT*PCNCZ/CSTAR
AEAVE= (SUVAE+SLPEA )/2.
SUPYA=DELY*ABAV~E
VC=VC+SUPYA
CAOY=( SUPAB-SL'eA) /EELY
P8AR=(PI+PCNCZ )/2.
SUP BA SUPA B
22 CPCCY=PBAR/(l.-t.J*1./A8AVE*OACY
IF(PoNOZLE.3C.C) GC TC 25
RIFEAD=RNCZ
fBAP=R= HEAC+RAVE )/2.
PGEN=fRiO*( RNOZ4PH-EAC )/2.*SLVAB
GVAX=1 .00241'CIS
GMIN=0.998*PIJIS
S INK IzVC/ CCAPGAP*CSTAR )**2*RBAR*OPCCY/12.
STLFF=PGEN-SI\I
IF(SIUFF.GE.GPIN.ANC.STUFF.LE.GPAX) GO TO 23
VC IS=STUFF
PONCL=PONJ+CPCEY*DELY
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IF (PUNCZ.LL.O.C) PONUZ=O.O
PBAR=(CPl+PCNCZ )/2.
GC to 22
23 RF-AVE=(RF-2-RIHEAti/2.
RNAVE=(RN2+HNCZ )/2.
Rt92=RHEAO
RN 2= RN CZ
PHEAO=PONCZ
RAVE=RH-EAD
Pl=PONCZ
PCNJ=PCNCZ
IF(ABS(CPCOY).CE*DPCUT) Ga TO 25
IF(Y.GE.XCUT) CC TC 25
CALL CLTPUT
GC TO 10
25 SUM~AB=0.0
RHEAD=C.0
Rr\CZ=RHE AC
PHEAD=PONCL
WR ITE (6, 318)
318 FORPAT(44X,S****BEGIN HALF SECOND TRACE****1,//)
CALL CUTPUT
TWFE=T
CELTAT=.5
TII'=TIt'E+5.
P H = PHEA C
PCNT=PCNCZ
SG=0.0
29 T=T+DELTAT
PHEAD=PHT/FXP(CAPGAM**2*AT*CSTAR/VCF*(T-TIME)*12.)
PCNCL=PHEAD
PDI S=PCNCZ*AT/CSTAR
Y=Y+.5*RHEAC
CALL CUTPU(
28 IF(I.LT.TIM.AN[.PHEAD.GE.3C.0) GC TC, 29
10C WPI=G*SUPPT
INP2=RHC* (VC-VC I) *G
1AP=(WP+WP2)/2.
ISP=ITCT/rP
ISPVAC=I IVAC/hP
INRITE(6, 102) lP1WP2,hNPPHIAX,ISPtISPVACITTOT,ITVAC
102 FCRt'AT(13X,'iJP1= ,q1PE11.4,/,13X'W'P2= ',lPE11.4v/,13X,'WP= ' ,IPE1
I1.41/,13X, 'PHPAX= * ,IPE11.4,/vl3X, 'ISP= * ,1PEII.49/913XISPVAC=
2,IPE11.4,/,i3X,'ITCT= ',IPE11.4v/,13X0 ITVAC= ',LPE11.4)
READ( 5,600) PIFK,DTu'PSIGPAP,SIGrFASNlN2,SYCNOF',OCC,PSICOELC,LC
1C,INSEG,HCNSYNNCI',SISPSAKlK2,PSIINSCELINSKEHKEN,DLINER,TAU
2LIIvAA
C ******** *4**************************
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C * READ IN BASIC PROPERTIES REQUIREC FOR WEIGHT CALCULATICNS
C *
C * PIPK IS THE TEMPERATLRE SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE
C * AT CONSTANT K
C * DTEMP IS THE VAX EXPECTED INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE ABCVE *
C * CCNCITICKS UNCER WFICH PAIN TRACE WAS CALCULATED IN
C * CEGREES FAHRENHEIT *
C * SIGKAP IS THE VARIATION IN PHVAX
C s SIGMAS IS THE VARIATION IN CASE MATERIAL YIELD STRENGTH
C * NI IS THE NLBER OF STANCARD CEVIATICNS IN PHVAX TC BE USED
C * AS A BASIS FCR CESIGN
C * N2 IS THE NLMBER OF STANCARC CEVIATICNS IN SY TO BE LSEC AS *
C * A BASIS FOR DESIGN *
C * SYCNOP IS TIE NOMINAL YIELD STRENGTH OF THE CASE MATERIAL
C * IN LBS/INCH
C * DCC IS THE ESTIMATEC PEAN CIAMETER OR THE CASE IN INCHES
C * PSIC IS THE SAFETY FACTOR CN 7TE CASE THICKNESS *
600 F R AT(7X,FS.4,9X,F6.2,10X,F5.3,1OXFS.3,6X F5.2,/,5X,F5.2,1CX,FIC
1
.
2,7XF6.2,8XtF5.2,8XF5.3,/,6XF7.2,8XF3.0,7XF4.1,I0XF1O.2,8X,
2F5.2,/,7X,F5.2,6XF6.4,6X,F6.4,IOX,F5.2,ICX,F6.4,/,6X,F6.4,7X,F6.4
3,10X,F6F.4,8X,F6.46XF7.2)
C * DELC IS THE SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF THE CASE MATERIAL IN LBS/Ih**3 *
? * LCC IS THE LENGTH CF THE CYLINDRICAL PCRTICN OF THE CASE *
C * INCLUDING FCRWARC AND AFT SEGMENTS IN INCHES *
C * NSEG IS THE NUMBER OF CASE SEGMENTS
C * HCN IS THE AXIAL LENGTH CF THE NCZZLE CLOSURE IN INCHES *
r * SYNNOM IS THE NUMINAL YIELD STRENGTH OF THE NOZZLE MATERIAL *
C * IN LBS/INCH *
* PSIS IS THE SAFETY FACTCR ON THE NOZZLE STRUCTURAL MATERIAL *
C * PSIA IS THE SAFETY FACTCR CN THE NCZZLE ABLATIVE MATERIAL *
C * K1 AND K2 ARE EMPIRICAL CONSTANTS IN THE NCZZLE WT. EQUATION *
C * PSIINS IS TFE SAFETY FACTOR CN NOZZLE INSULATICN *
C CELINS IS THE SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF THE INSULATION IN LBS/IN**3 *
C * KEH IS THE EROSION RATE CF INSULATION TAKEN CONSTANT *
C * EVERYWHERE EXCEPT AT THE NOZZLE CLOSURE IN IN/SEC *
C * KEN IS THE ERCSICN RATE OF INSULATION AT THE NOZZLE CLOSURE *
C * IN IN/SEC
C * CLINER IS THE SPECIFIC WEIGHT CF THE LINER IN LBS/IN**3
C * TAUL IS THE THICKNESS OF THE LINER IN INCHES
C * WA IS ANY ACCITIONAL WEIGHT NCT CONSIDERED ELSEWHERE IN LBS
WRITE(6,610) PIPK,DTEPP,S PtSAPSIGPAS,NL,N2,SYCNC,CCC,PSIC,CELC,L
1CC,NSEGHCN,SYNNCM,PSIS,PSIA,Kl,K2,PSIINSDELINSKEH,KEN,OLINER,TA
2UL WA
61C FCRMAT(//,2CX,OINERT hEIGHT INPUTS',/,13XIPIPK= I IPE11.4,/,13X,'
ICTEPP= 'v,IPEI1.4,/l 3X,'SIGPAP= ',1PE11.49/,13X,'SIGMAS =  ',1PE11.4
2,/,13X,'Nl= ',1PE11.4,/,13X,'N2= ',1PEII.4,/,13X,iSYCNOM= ',LPELL.
34,/,13X,I'CC= ',1PEI.4,/*13XIPSIC = ',tPE11.4//l3X,'GELC= 1,IPE-
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'i1.4,/913X,'LCC= 'tlPE11.4t/,I3Xs'NSEG= 091PE11.4,/,13X,'HCN= ,lPE
511.4,/,13X, 'SYhh\CM= ',IPElI.49/,13X,'PSIS= ',LPEll.4,/,I3Xq'PSIA=
6',1.PE11.4t/,13X, '1(= f,IPEI1.4,/,13X0'K2= *,IPE11.4,/#13X,'PSIINS=
-7 flPE11.4,/,I3)X,'CELINS= ',lPE11.4t/,13X, 'KEl- @, PE11.4,/, 13X,'K
6EN= * ,lPF1L.4,/,I3X,'CLINER= I,LPE11.4,/,13XtlTAUL= ',IPE1I..49/,13
9Xt'WA= ',LPE11.g)
PCP=PHtAX*(.+N*SIMAP)*EXP(PIPK*TEtP)
SYC=SYCNI'* (1.-N2*S [GtAS)
TAUiCC=PS IC*PPECP*DCC/(2.*SYC)
WCC=3.14159*TALCC*CCC*CELC*LCC*(l.+(NSEG-1.)*(40.*TAUCC/LCC))
TAUCD=fAUCC/2.
WCt-=2. 5*3* 1415'/2.*CCC**2*TAUCC*CELC
WCN=4. 5*3.1 4159/2. *CCC*HCN*TAUCC*CELC
WC=WCC+WCI-+IRCN
EPSIL=AE/Af
0T=2.*SQRT (41/3.I 4159)
WN=K1*DT**2/(l.+.5*SIN(ALFAN))*((EPSIL-SQRT(EPSIL))*PMEOP*DT*PSIS/
1SYNNOtP+K2*T*PS IA)
WINS=T*PSIINS*EELINS*CCC*3.14159*(KEH*(DCC*.4C+(S+NS)*TAU/2.+O.15/
IPSIINS*(LCC-TAL*(S+NS)))+KEN,*.80*-CN)
WL=TAUL*CL IMER*3 .1415q*DCC*( OCC/2.+LCC+-CN)
WP=WC+WN+WINS+iL+WA+$vP
ZETAM=INP/WM
RATIO=ITCT/WM
IsRITE (6,605)
605 F0RPAT(///42X9,MOTCR WEIGH-T CALCULATIONS#)
WRITE (6,601) PIEP,TAUCCWCWNWINS,WLiqMZETAMRATIO
601 FCRtAAT(13X,'MAX EXPECIEC PRESSURE= 'ltPE11.41/913XtiCYLINCRICAL CA
ISEi THI[CKNESS= 191PE1I.4,/113X,'CASE WT= ',1PE11.4,/,13X,'NCZZLE WT
2= ',1PE11.4,/,I3XtOINSLLATICN WT= ',IPE11.4,/,13X#OLINER WT= ",IPE
311.4t/,13XOITCTAL 1MOTCR WT= ,LIPE1L.4v/v13X,'ZETAP= IIPE11.4,/,13
4X,'RATIO CF ITCT TC WP= 191PE11.4)
901 CCNTINUE
STOP
END
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SLBROLTINE AREAS
C ******** ***** ******************************************************
C * SUBROUTINE AREAS CALCULATES BURNING AREAS AND PORT AREAS FOR *
C * CIRCULAR PEPFORATEC (C.P.) GRAINS AND STAR GRAINS OR FOR A
C * COPBINATICN CF C.P. AND STAR GRAINS
C ********* **************************************************
INTEGER STAR,GRAIN,CRCER
REAL MGENMCIS,VNOZ,VNI1JRCCKNLME1,ME,ISP,ITOTVU,MASSISPVAC
REAL LGCI,LGNIStN,NPLGSINT,LTP,LGC,LSLF
REAL V2,MOBAR,ISP2,ITVAC
COUVON/CCNSTI/Zh,AE,AT,THETA,ALFAN,G
COCPCN/CCNST3/S,NS
COPPON/VARIA1/,T,CELY,CELTAT,PCNCZ,PHEAD,RNCZ,RHEAD,SUMAB,PHPAX
COMPON/VARIA2/ABPORT,ABSLOT,ABNCZ,APHEAC,PNCZ,DADY,ABP2,ABN2,ABS2
COFPON/VARIA3/ITCT,ITVACJRCCK,1SP,ISPVAC,MDIS,MNCZSG,SUMMT
CONFON/VARIA4/RNT,RPT,SUM2,R,R2,R3,RHAVE,RNAVE,RBARYB,KOUNT,TL
COPFON/VARIA5/AE AIN,ABTOSUMCY
ABPC=C.0
ABNC=O.0
AESC=C.O
ABPS=C.0
ABNS=0.0
ABSS=0.0
DABT=0.0
PBP=0.0
PBN=O.O
PBS=O.C
SG=0.O
ANUP=3.14159/4.
RNT=RNT+RNOZ*DELTAT
RFT=RHT+RHEAC*CELTAT
1 IF(ABS(ZW).LE.C.C) K=0
IF(ABS(ZW).GT.C.O) K=I
YB=Y
IF(K.EC.1) Y=YE-SUVCY/2.
2 IF(K.EC.2) Y=Ye+ABS(ZW)/2.-SUMDY/2.
IF(Y.LE.O.O) REAC(5,5CO) INPUT,GRAINSTAR,NTCROER
C ****************************************
C * READ THL TYFE OF INPUT FCR THE PROGRAM AND THE BASIC GRAIN *
C * CCNFIGLRATICN AND ARRANGEMENT
S VALUES FCR INPUT ARE
I FOR CONLY TABULAR INPUT
*2 FGR CNLY EQLATION INPUTS (EQUATIONS ARE BUILT
INTO THE SUBROUTINE)
* 3 FOR A CCVBINATION CF 1 ANC 2
S VALLES FCR GRAIN ARE
*1 FCR STRAIGHT C.P. GRAIN
2 FOR STRAIGHT STAR GRAIN
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C * 3 FOR COMBINATION OF C.P. ANC STAR GRAINS
C * VALUES FCR STAR ARE
C * 0 FCR STRAIGHT C.P. GRAIN *
C * I FOR STANDARD STAR
C * 2 FOR TRLNCATEO STAR *
C * VALUES FCR NT ARE
C * C IF THERE ARE NC TERMINATION PORTS
C * X WHERE X IS THE NUMBER CF TERMINATION PORTS *
C * VALUES OF CRCER ESTABLISH HOW A COMBINATION C.P. AND STAR
C * GRAIN IS ARRANGED
C * 1 IF DESIGN IS STAR AT HEAD END AND C.P. AT NOZZLE *
C * 2 IF DESIGN IS C.P. AT HEAD END AND C.P. AT NOZZLE *
C * 3 IF DESIGN IS C.P. AT HEAD END AND STAR AT NCZZLE *
C * 4 IF DESIGN IS STAR AT HEAD END AND STAR AT NOZZLE *
C * ***NCTE*** IF GRAIN=1, VALUE OF CRCER MUST BE 2 *
C * ***NCTE*** IF GRAIN=2, VALUE OF ORDER MUST BE 4 *
C *** ****************************************************************
500 FCRMAT(9X,12,9X,12,8XI2,6X,F4.0,9X,12)
IF(Y.LE.C.O) WRITE(6,607)
607 FCRMAT(//,20X,'GRAIN CCNFIGURATICN')
IF(y.LE.O.0) WRITE(6,6CO) INPUTGRAIN,STAR,NT,ORDER
600 FCRMAT(13X,'INPLT= ',I2,/,13X,'GRAIN= ,12,/,1l3XSTAR= ',I2,/,13X
I,'NT= ',F4.C,/,13X,'CRCER= ,12,1//)
IF(INPLT.EQ.2) GC TC 12
IF(Y.LE.O.0) GC TO 6
IF(YT.LE.Y.ANC.K.LT.2) GO TO 8
9 CENOV=YT-YT2
SLOPE1=(ABPK-AEPK2)/DENOM
SLCPE2=(ABSK-AESK2)/DENCM
SLOPE3=(ABNK-AEBK2)/DENOM
SLCPE4=(APHK-AFFK2)/DENOM
SLOPE5=(APNK-AFNK2)/DENCM
B1=ABPK-SLOPEI*YT
B2=ABSK-SLOPE2*YT
B3=ABNK-SLOPE3*vT
B4=APHK-SLOPE4*YT
85=APNK-SLOPE5*YT
ABPT=SLOPEL*Y+E1
ABST=SLOPE2*Y+E2
ABNT=SLOPE3*Y+E3
APHT=SLOPE4*Y+e4
APNT=SLOPE5*Y+E5
IF(INPLT.EQ.3) GC TO 3
GC TO 52
6 READ(5,507) YTABPK,ABSK,ABNK,APHK,APNK
C 4** * * 44*4#** ++***** +4*********************** **********************
C * READ IN TABLLAR VALLES FOR Y=O.0 (NCT REQUIRED IF INPUT=2) *
C * *
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C * ABPK IS THE BURNING AREA IN THE PORT IN IN**2 *
C * ABSK IS THE BURNING AREA IN THE SLCTS IN IN**2
C ABNK IS THE BURNING AREA IN THE NOZZLE END IN IN**2
C * APHK IS THE PCRT AREA AT THE HEAD END IN IN**2 *
C * APNK IS THE PORT AREA AT THE NCZZLE ENC IN IN**2 *
C *4*******************************************************************
507 FCRMAT(6X,F6.2,10X,E 11.4,1CX,E11.4,8X,E11.4,/,22X,E1I.4,9X,El1.4)
WRITE(6,610)
f10 FORMAT(/,13X,'TABULAR VALUES FOR YT EQUAL ZERC READ IN')
ABPT=ABPK
ABST=ABSK
ABNT=ABNK
APHT=APHK
APNT=APNK
YT2=YT
IF(INPLT.EQC.3) GC TC 3
GC TO 52
8 YT2=YT
AE8K2=ABPK
AENK2=ABK
ABSK2=ABSK
APHK2=AP-K
APNK2=APNK
READ(5,505) YT,ABPK,ABSK,ABNK,APHK,APNK
S* m READ IN TABULLAR VALUES FCR Y=Y (NCT REQUIRED FOR INPUT=2)
505 FCRVAT(6X,F6.2,10X,EI1.4,ICX,EI1.4,8X,EII.4,/,22X,E11.4,9X,E1I.4)
WRITE(6,611) YT
611 FCRtAT(/,13X,'TABULAR VALUES FOR YT= ',F7.3,' READ IN')
GO TO 9
12 AEPT=C.0
ABNT=C.O
ABST=O.O
3 IF(GRAIN.NE.2) GO TO 4
ABPC=C.0
ABNC=0.O
ABSC=O.O
GO TO 7
4 IF(Y.LE.O.0) READ(5,5C1) OC,DI,DELDIS,THETAG,LGCILGNI,THETCN,THE
ITCH
* READ IN BASIC GEOvETRY FOR C.P. GRAIN (NGT REQUIREC FCR
* STRAIGIT STAR GRAIN)
* DO IS THE AVERAGE CUTSICE INITIAL GRAIN DIAMETER IN INCHES
* CI IS THE AVERAGE INITIAL INTERNAL GRAIN CIAMETER IN INCHES *
* CELCI IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INITIAL INTERNAL GRAIN
* OIAMETER AT THE NCZZLE ENC ANC CI IN INCHES *
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C * S IS THE NUPEER CF FLAT BURNING SLOT SIDES (NCT INCLLDING *
C * THE NCZZLE ENC)
C * THETAG IS THE ANGLE THE NOZZLE END OF THE GRAIN MAKES WITH *
C * THE VCTCR AXIS IN RADIANS *
C * LGCI IS THE INITIAL FOTAL LENGTH OF THE CIRCULAR PERFORATION *
C * IN INCHES *
C * LGNI IS THE INITIAL SLANT LENGTH OF THE BURNING CONICAL *
C * GRAIN AT THE KCZZLE END IN INCHES *
C * THETCN IS TIE CCNTRACTICN ANGLE CF THE BCNCED GRAIN IN RAC. *
C * THETCH IS THE CCNTRACTICN ANGLE AT TFE HEAC ENC IN RADIANS *
501 FORPAT(5X,F73,TX.3XF7.3,9XF7.3,5XF4.C,9XtF7.5,/,7XF7.2,7X,F6.2,9
1X,F7.5,9X,F7.5)
IF(Y.LE.0.O) WRITE(6,601) CO,CI,CELCDIS,THETAG,LGCI,LGNI,THETCN,Th
IETCH
601 FUORAT(20X,'C.F. GRAIN GEOPETRY*,/,13X,'DC= ',F7.3,/,13X,'DI= ',F7
1.3,/,13X,'CELCI= ',F7.3,/,13X,'S= ',F4.0,/,13X,'THETAG= ',F7.5,/ 1
23X,'LGCI= ',F7.2,/,13X,*LGNI= ',F6.2,/,13X,'ThETCN= ',F7.5,/,13X,'
3THEICH= ',F7.5,//)
BNUP=ANUVt*C**2
TLL=TL
IF(ORCER.GE.3) TLL=C.0
ABSC=S*ANUP*(CC**2-(CI+2.*Y)**2)
IF(ABSC.LE.C.0) ABSC=C.O
IF(2.*Y+CI.GT.CC) GC TC 100
IF(THETAG.LE.C.C8727) GO TC 101
ABPC=3.14159*(CI+2.*Y)*(LGCI-(S+TAN(THETAG/2.))*Y-Y*COTAN(TFETCh)-
ITLL)
IF(ABPC.LE.C.0) ABPC=C.O
AeNC=3.14159*(LGNI-Y*CGTAN(THETAG+THETCN)-Y*TAN(THETAG/2.))*(DI+DE
lLCI+Y4LGNI*SIN(THETAG)+Y/SIN(THETAG+THETCN)*SIN(THETCN))
IF(ABNC.LE.C.C) ABNC=C.0
GC TO 5
1OC ABNC=C.0
ABPC=C.0
GO TO 5
101 LGC=LGCI-Y*(CCTAN(THETCN)+COTAN(THETCH))
ABPC=3.14159*(CI+2.*Y)*(LGC-S*Y-TLL)
IF(ABPC.LE.C.C) ABPC=C.0
ABNC=C.0
5 APHT=ANUM*(CI+2.*RHT)**2
IF(APHT.GE.ENLP) APhT=BNUM
IF(K.LT.2) APHI1=APHT
APNT=AUV*(CI+CELDI+2.*RNT)**2
IF(APN[.GE.BNLP) APNT=BNUM
IF(GRAIN.NE.1) GC TC 7
ABPS=C.0
AESS=C.0
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ABNS=C .0
GO TO 50
7 IF(Y.LE.O.O) READ(5,5C2) NS,LGSI,NP,RC,FILL,Kh
C **************** ***************************************************
C 4 READ IN BASIC GECVETRY FOR STAR GRAIN (NOT REQUIRED FOR
C * STRAIGHT C.P. GRAIN)
C * NS IS THE NLMBER OF FLAT BURNING SLOT SIDES (NOT INCLUDING
C * THE NCZZLE ENC)
S* LGSI IS THE INITIAL TOTAL LENGTH OF THE STAR SHAPED
C * PERFORATED GRAIN IN INCHES
C * NP IS THE NUBER OF STAR POINTS
C * RC IS THE AVERAGE STAR GRAIN CUtSICE RADIUS IN INCHES
C * FILL IS THE FILLET RADIUS IN INCHES
C * KN IS THE NLFBER OF STAR NOZZLE END BURNING SURFACES
C ** *********************~~# **********
502 FORVAT(5X,F4..O,7XF7.2,5X,F4.0, 5X,F.3,9X,F7.3,5X,F4.C)
IF(Y.LE.O.0) hRITE(6,602) NSLGSI,NP,RC,FILL,NN
602 FCRMAT(15X,'BASIC STAR GEOPETRY*'/,13X,'NS= ',F4.0,/,13X,'LGSI= I,
IF7.2,/,13X,'NP= ',F4.C,/,13X,'RC= ',F7.3,/,13X,'FILL= *,FT.3,/,13X
2,'NN= ',F4.C,//)
FY=FILL+Y
IF(STAH.EQ.1) GC TO 20
IF(Y.LE.O.O) READ(5,503) RP,TAUS
C 4 READ IN GECPETRY FCR TRUNCATED STAR (NOT REQUIRED FOR
* R STANDARC STAR)
C RP IS THE INITIAL RADIUS OF THE TRUNCATICN IN INCHES *
C * TAUS IS THE THICKNESS OF THE PROPELLANT WEB AT THE BCTTCP *
C * CF THE SLOTS IN INCHES
503 FCRVATI5X,F7.3,7X,F7.3)
IF(Y.LE.O.O) WRITE(6,603) RP,TAUS
603 FORPAT(20X,'TRLCATED STAR GECMETRY',/,13X,'RP= ',F7.3,/,I3X,'TAUS
1= ',F7.3,//)
THETAS=3.14159/NP
RPY=RP+Y
LS=RC-TAUS-FILL-RP
RPL=RP+LS
THETSI=THETAS-ARSIN(FY/RPY)
IF(THETSI.LE.C.C) GO TC 110
IF(Y.LE.TAUS) GC TO 103
THETAC=ARSIN((RC**2-RPL**2-FY**2)/(2.*FY*RPL))
IF(THETAC.GE.C.C) GC TO 104
IF(Y.LT.RC-RP) GO TC 105
SG=O.O
GC TO 14
103 SG=2.*NP*(RPY*#IETS1+LS-(RPY*COS(THETAS-TFETSI)-RP)+3.14159/2.*FY)
GC TO 14
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TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
104 SG=2.*NP*(RPY*T1-ETSI+LS-(RPY*COS(JHETAS-T-ETS1 )-RP)+FY*THETAC)
GC TO 14
105 SG=2.*NP*(RPY*II-ETS1+SCRT(RC**2-FY**2)-SQRT(RPY**2-FY**2))
14 AGS=3 .14159*(RC**2-RP**2)-N-P*(3.14159*FILL**2/2.+2.*LS*FILL)
GC TO 31
110 THETAF=rT-ETAS
TPHETAP=2 .*TI-ETAS
TA UNS=TA US
GC T0 111
20 IF(Y.LE.0) REAC(5,5C4) THETAFTHETAPTAUWS
C*4**********************************
C * READ IN GECI'ETRY FCR STANDARD STAR (NCT REQUIRED FCR
C* TRUNCATED STAR)
C * THETAF IS THE ANGLE LOCATION OF THE FILLET CENTER IN RADIANS*
C * THETAP IS TFE ANGLE CF TFE STAR PCINT [N RADIANS*
C * TAUWS IS THE WEB TI-ICKNESS OF TH-tE GRAIN IN INCHES*
504 FOR?'AT (9XqF7.5#9XF7.5,.8XqF6.3)
IF (Y.LE.0.0) iRRITE(61604) THETAFTHEIAPTAUWS
604 FORVAT(20X9'STAKDARD STAR GEOtMETRY',/,13Xv'ThETAF= *,F7.59/,13X,'T
1H-ETAP= ',F7.5f/,13Xv'TAUWS= 'tF6.3,//)
TFE TAS=3. 14159/NP
TH-ETS 1=1.00
111 LF=RC-TAU %S-FILL
CNUP= (Y4F ILL) /LF
CNUV=S[N (THETAF )ISIN( IhETAP/2.)
ENUI=(RC**2-LF**2-FY**2 )/(2.*LF*FY)
FNUP=S IN(THETAF )/COS (THETAP/2.)
IF(CNLI-.LE.FNUfP) GO TC 106
IF(Y.LE.IAUWS)GC KC 107
SG=2.*NP*FY*(T-ETAF+ARSIN(SIN(T=ETAF)/CNUF)-ARCOS(ENUpi)
GC TO 23
106 IF(Y.LE.TAUWS) SG=2.*NP*LF*(DNIu?.DCNUM*c3.14159/2.+rHETAS-TH-ErAP,2.
1-CCTAN(THETAP/2.))+IHETAS-ThETAF)
IF(Y.LE.TAUINS) GC TO 23
SG=2.*NP*(FY*ARSIN(EL-(T-ETAS-TIETAP/2.))4LF*DNUViFY*COTAN(TI-ETA
IP/2.))
GC TO 23
107 SG=2.*NP*LI.*(CNLI*(TETAS4ARSIN(SIN(THETAF )ICNUM) )+THETAS-THETAF)
23 IF(THETS1.LE.C.C) GC TO 14
AGS=3. 14 159*RC**2-NP*LF**2* (S IN( THETAF )*( CCS( THE TAF )-S IN( THETAF )*
LCTAK( IHETAP/2. ))+THETAS-THETAF+2.*FILL/LF*(SIN(THETAF )/SIN(THETAP/
22.)+THETAS-THETAF+FILL/(2.*LF)*(3.14159/2.,THETAS-THETAP/2.-COTAN(
3T1-ETAP/2.) )))
31 IF(SG.LE.C.0) SC=0.O
IF(K.EC.0) SGN=SG
IF(K.LE.1) SGI-=SG
IF(K.EQ.2) SGN=SG
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TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
IF(Y.L&E.O.0) SC-2=SG
IF(K.EC.2) GO IC 37
RAVEDT=R 1+(CSG+SC2 )/2 .*R8AR*ELTAT
RNDT=R2+ CSG+SG2 )/2.*RNAVE*CELTAT
Rt-DT=R3+ (SG4SG2 )/2.*RI-AVE*CELTAT
Rl=RAV:Dr
R2=IRNCT
R3=RHDT
SC2=SG
GC rO 38
37 IF(KOLNT.NE.1) GC TC 39
SG 3= S
R4=R 1
R5=fR2
R6=R3
39 RAVEDT=R4+(SG+SC-3)/2.*RBAR*CELIAT
RND)T=R5+ (SG+SG3 )/2.4RNAVIE*CELTAT
IIICIR6+ (SG-SG3)/2.*RF-AVE*CELTAT
R4 = UAV EDT
R5=PNCT
R6=RHCT
SO 3=SO
38 ABSS=(AGS-RAVECT)*NS
IF (ABSS.LE.C.0) ABSS=C.0
IF (SG4LE C.0) AI3SS=C.C
A8NS=(AGS-ROT )*fNN
IF(ABNS.LE.C.O) ABNS=0.O
IF( SG.LE.C.C) ABNS=0.C
IF(ORDER.LE.2) ABPS=(LGSI-Y*(r'S+NN) )*SG
IF(CRCER.LE.2) GC TC 36
ABPS=ILGSI-TL-Y*(NS+NN) )*SG
36 APHS=3.14159*RC**2-AGS+RHOT
[F(APHS.GE.3. 14159*RC**2) APHS=3. 14159*RC**2
IF (SG.LE .0.0) APHS=3. 14159*RC**2
IIPNS=3. 14159*iRC**2-AGS+RNDT
IF(K.LT.2) APHS1=APH-S
IF(APNS.GE.3. 14159*RC**2) APNS=3.14159*RC**2
50 IF(INr.EQ.C.o) CC T0 52
IF (Y.LE:.O.O) READ(5,5C6) LTP,CTP,TF-ETTPtTAUEFF
(~ * READ IN GECt'ETRY ASSCCIATED IhITH- TERVINATICh PORTS (NOT
* RECLIREC IF N1=0)
* LTP IS THE INITIAL LENGTH OF THE TERMdINATICN PASSAGES
* [IN INCHES
* DTP IS TH-E IN~ITIAL CIAIMETER OF TFE TERY~INATI0N PASSAGE*
* IN INCI-ES
* THETTP IS TFE ACLTE ANGLE BETWEEN THE AXIS OF THE PASSAGE *
* AND THE VkOTCR AXIS IN RACIANS
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TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
C * AUEFF 1S II-E ESUPtATED EFFECTIVE iftEB TIFICKNESS AT 11-E
C* TERt'ItATIOtN PCRT IN% INCFES
C *****2* ***************************
506 FORPAT (7X,I-6.2,7X,F5.2,IJOX,F7.5, lOXF6.3)
IF (Y.LE.O.O) lPJTE(6,6C6) LTPDTPtTI-ETTPTAUEFF
606 FORPAT (20X,'TERPINATICN PORT GECMETRYI,/,13X,'LTP= ,tF6.2,/, 13XV'C
ITP= ',F5.2,/tl3X,'ITHE7TP= 'tF7.59/,13X, 'TAUEFF= *qF6.3/)
cABr=NT*3.14159*UODT+2.*Y)*(LTP-Y/SItaTHEITP))-(DTP42.*Y)**2/4.+
IF(Y.GE.TAUEFF) DABI=0*0
52 eeP=0.0
EBS=0.0
EBN=0.C
APORT =AB PT +AB PC +AJP S4 Ch81 EBP
AESLOT =A6BST SeC 4A8S S4 e8S
ABNCZ=ABNT+A.BNCIABNS+EbN
SUVAB=ABPORl+AeSLOT4AeNCZ
IF(K.EQ.O) GC TC 99
IF(K.EQ.1) ABIP'AIN=APCRT+AeSLCT+ABNCZ
K=K+ I
IF(K.GT.2) CO IC 69
GO TC 2
69 A6TC=Ai3PGRT.A8SLOT+AENOZ
99 CCNTINIJE
IF(Y.GT.C.0) GC TO 70
ABP1=ABPCRT
ABNI=ABNOZ
ABS l=ABSLCT
70 ABP2=(ABPI+ABPCRT)/2.
A8N2=(A8N1+AMNCZ )/2.
A8S2= (ABSI+A8SLCT) /2.
IF(INPU;T.EQ.L) GO TO 76
GO TO (71,72,73,74)tCRCER
71 APHEAC=APIHS1
APNOZ=APNT
SG=SGI-
GO TO 75
72 API-EAC=APHT1
APNCZ=APNT
SG=0.0
IF(GRAIN.EQ.3) SG=( SGI-+SGN )/2.
GC T0 75
73 APHEAC=APHT1
APNLZ=APNS
SG=SGN
GO 10 75
74 APHEAC=APH-S1
APNCZ=APNS
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TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
SG=SGN
GC TO 75
76 APHEAC=APHT
APNCZ=APNT
75 Y=YB
DIFF=SLA8B-SUP2
DACY=CIFF/DELY
ABPI=ABPORT
AENI=ABNCZ
ABSI=ABSLOT
IF(ZW.GE.O.C) GCC TC 77
ABI=ABMAIN
ABVAIN=ABT
AOTC=ABI1
77 RETURN
END
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GE 19
TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
SUeROLTIhE CUIPLT
C * SUBROUTINE CLTPUT CALCULATES BASIC PERFCRFANCE PARAPETERS *
C * AND PRINTS THEM OUT *
C * (WEIGHT CALCLLATICNS ARE PERFCRVED IN THE PAIN PROGRAM)
C * I IS ThE TIPE IN SECS
C * Y IS THE DISTANCE BURNEC IN INCHES
C * RNCZ IS THE hCZZLE END BURNING RATE IN INCHES/SEC
C * RHEAD IS TFE HEAD END BLRNING RATE IN INCHES/SEC
C * PCNOOZ IS THE STAGNATION PRESSURE AT THE NCZZLE END IN PSIA
C * PHEAD IS THE PRESSLRE AT THE HEAC END CF THE GRAIN IN PSIA
C * PTAR IS THE PCRT TC THRCAT AREA RATIC
C * PNCZ IS THE PACH NUMBER AT THE NCZZLE END CF THE GRAIN
C * PATM IS THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT ALTITUCE IN PSIA
C * SUMAB IS TFE TOTAL BURNING AREA CF PROPELLANT IN IN*42
C * SG IS THE BLRNING PERIMETER IN INCHES CF THE STAR SEGMENT
C * (IF AKY) *
C * CFVAC IS THE VACUUM THRLST COEFFICIENT
C * FVAC IS THE VACUUM TFRUST IN LBS
C * F IS THE THRLST IN LBS *
C * F IS THE ThRLST IN LBS
C ***
REAL MGEN,MCIS,MNOZ,MeLJRCCKN,LMEI,MEISPITOTMUMASSISPVAC
REAL M2,MDBAR,ISP2,ITVAC
COMMON/CCNST1/ZhAEATTHETAALFAN,G
COMMON/CONST2/CAPGAVM,E,BOTZETAFTBtHBGAM
COMMCN/VARIA1/1,T,CELY,CELTAT,PCNCZPHEAD,RNCZRHEAO,SUMAB,PhMAX
COPON/VARIA3/ITOT,ITVAC,JRCCK,ISPISPVACMIISMNOZSG,SUMMT
YB=Y
IF(Y.LE.O.O) M2=MDIS
MDBAR=(M2+MCIS)/2.
SUMT=SUMMT+MCEAR*DELTAT
PTAR=1./JRCCK
PRES=(1.+BOT/2.*VE*PE)**(-GAM/BOT)
ALT=HB*T/T8)*(7./3.)
PATM=14.696/EXP(C.431C3E-044ALT)
CF=CAPGAM*SCRT(2.*GAM/BCT*(I.-PRES**(BOT/GAM)))+AE/AT*(PRES-PAT/P
ICNCZ)
CFVAC=CF+AE/AT*PATM/PCNCZ
F=ZETAF*CCS(THETA)*PCKCZ*AT*((1.+COS(ALFAN))/2.*CF+(I.-COS(ALFAN))
1/2.*AE/AT*(PRES-FATM/PCNOZ))
IF(F.LE.C.O) F=C.O
IF(Y.LE.C.0) F2=F
FBAR=(F+F2)/2.
FVAC=ZETAF*CCS(THETA)*PCNCOZAT*((I.+CCS(ALFAN))/2.*CFVAC+(1.-CCS(A
ILFAN))/2.*AE/AT*PRES)
IF(Y.LE.O.O) FV2=FVAC
FVBAR=(FV2+FVAC)/2.
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TABLE IV-2 (Cont'd)
ISP=F-/(MC IS*G)
ISPVAC=FVAC/(PC IS*G)
I TCT=I TO T+FeAR*CEL TAT
ITVAC= I VAC+FVEAR*OELTAT
'2 =PID IS
F2zF
FV2=FVAC
IF(PHEAD.GT.Pg-qAX) PHI4AX=PhiEAD
WR[TtE(6,1) TIYPRNOZ,RHEA0,PCNOZ,PHEAC,PTARIICZSUABSGPAT~vCFV
1AC,FVACF
1 FCROAT(13X,'TItPE= #tF5.1,12XP'Y= *,F6.3v/,13XIRNaCZ= spIPEII..4,
IRIFEAD= ',IPEJL.491 PCNOZ= ',LPE11.4,' PH-EAC= *tIP1PJ1.4p/il3Xv'PT211R= *,IPEL1.4,' PNCZ= 1,1PE11.4,' SUMAe= 191PE11.41' SG= I,3IPEII.4,/,13X,IPATP= 191PE11*4,' CFVAC= 1,1PEli.4,' FVAC= 0,1PE411.4,' F= IPIPE11.49//)
RETURN
ENE
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START
NUMBER
OF
CASES
PROPEL
CONST
SEM
DIMEN-
SIONS
ERFORMANCE
ONSTANTS
y+l = TOP
y+l y-1 y-l = BOT
r r = CAPGAN
Ae  Ae=AE
T = TL
THr
Figure IV-1. Flowchart for main program
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D* D* = DT
A* A*-= AT
CALL
AREAS
SUBROUTINE
ez = ZWlzw > 0. 20 gw
no
n M = IMNOZn
01
yes
u V U = VNOZ
n c n
J V = VC
J = JROCK
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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mD = MDIS
no
P P = PONOZ
on on
P = PNOZ
P n
mD = 
MDIS
5 Pn Ph Ph 
= PHEAD
rh rh = RHEAD
P = PNOZ
n
n rn = RNOZ
ITERATION
r r < no FOR rn USING1 NEWTON- rnl = RN1
RAPHSON
+yes METHOD
r = RNAVE
n
9n rh rh = RHAVE
ave m G ave= RAR
mG = MGEN
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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C
AP c/Ay = DPCDY
APc/ yes y > (AP/AY) out= DPOUT
Xou t = XOUT
y ooutut
25 MASS no 
=  G mD = MDIS
yes \ALANCE mG = MGEN
on P = PONOZ
on
no yes
no MASS
BALANCE Re L  R eL RE
yes
on e Me =ME
1w = TAU
<T -z/2 M el-Mel < no z = Z
. 1 el e M = ME1
yes yes
CALL CALL
OUTPUT OUTPUT
SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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y < .05 T
or
KOUNT > 0
10 KOUNT = KOUNT
ST = TAU
now
ANS4 =
y + 10 Ay
yes TORAGE
y 1< .01 .y = DELY
mD = MDIS
Ay = Ay
z At At = DELTAT
t=T
y t z=Z
Figure IV-1 ( Cont'd)
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19
Ay = DELYW
w Yw Y = YW
SIz = ZWYw Yw < Tw +IZw/2j = w
and
I Zw I> Ayw
20 \ z < 0.0 yes yes
I < + lZw/21
and no no
yes m E Ab = SUMAB
Am =ABMAIN
bO
2 4yes
Ph V Ph = PHEAD
V = VC
on P = PONOZon
D = MDIS
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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AP /Ay = DPCDY
c mG = MGEN
mG rave ave = RBARave
no mD =DIS
BALANCE mD
P P = PONOZ
on on
yes
P on < 30 yes 25
no
rh r h = RHAVE
r = RNAVE
Ph P nh on P = PHEADPh
CALL PTION
OUTPUT es I or III
SUBROUTINE MET
no
TIME = t CALL
S = 0.0 OUTPUT A = SUABSUBROUTINE
t = t + .5 t=T T
Ph Pon
rh  rn
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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SUBROUTINE
yes29 and
P > 30
I = ISP
sp sp
I I ISPVAC
spvac spvac
w w W = WCC m c
W = WIA
m
I/W = ZETAM
m T/ I//WM = RATIO
WRITE
INERT
WEIGHTS
STOP
Figure IV-1 (Cont'd)
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START
yes
K= 1
K= y =yb- ZAy/2 - Yb = mean value
of y
no
2 K=2 yes Yb+w/211
GRAIN yes
2- Ay/2 z m ZW
STAR y = 0.0
ACt C r At = RNDTn n
Sr h 2t ys rh At = RHDT
Figure IV-2. Flowchart for area subroutine
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A
o y = 0.0 no INPUT
=2
yes yes
TABULAR AbpT = 0.0 AbpT = ABPT
y = 0.0 =  AbT = ABST
At, .0 AbnT = ABNT
es STAR Abnc = 0.0 Ab = ABNC
INPUT = 3 GRAIN Ye A = 0.0 A = ABPCONLY A = 0.0 Abpc = ABSC
no 
bsno
52
OLATE
SET OF C.P.
TABULAR ----- EOETRY
VALUES
2y+D>D yes Abnc = 0.0 Di = DI
Abpc = 0.0 Do = DO
eINPUT=3 ( ino
B (C
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
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LGc yeG = THETAG
p < o LG = LGC
Abn 0.0 _p c = ABPC
no Abn c = ABNC
Abpe
Abnc
A phtA pht APHTht 
pht
A A =APNTp nt pnt
C.P. yes ps= 0.0 ps = ABPS
GRAIN ns = 0.0 A ABNS
Abss = 0.0 As s = ABSS
yes
READ
no GENERAL
STAREOMETR
f+y f+y = FY
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
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STANDARD es es
22 y = 0.0
STANDARD
yes STAR
y=0 INPUTS
TRUNCATED
STAR
NPUTS s es = THETAS
f Lf = LF
8 sl THETSJ
s <  s slFIRST yes
sl s PHASE OF LL = LS
22 no
no
SG es
SG es SG SG = SG
no
E . H 6 = THETAC
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
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F G
Ges 0 > 0 y < ' yes
no ,no
yes <R-R S = RC
R = RP
P
no
SG = 0.0 S G
o = THETSI
AssAs AGS
phsps
A A = APNSpns pns
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
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50 n = 0.0 yesn
T = NT
yes
y = 0.0
READ
PORT no
AAAbt = DABT
A As A = ABPORT
Abs = ABSLOT
%n b. % Abn = ABNOZ
K=0 yes
es K=Am 
=m ABMAIN
no
K=K+1
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
yes
to Abto = ABTO
y > 0 yes
no
pl Abps = ABPS
nl Abnl = ABN1
Abs Absl = ABS1
S n p = ABP2
A = ABS2A s bs
Abn = ABN2
"SELECT
CORRECT
PORT
AREAS
WRITE
AREAS
RETURN
Figure IV-2 (Cont'd)
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START
h h =ALT
P = PATMP a
a
CF  CF = CF
CFVAC CFVAC = CFVAC
F = F
F F = FVAC
I I = ISP
sp sp
spvac spvac
IT  
IT = ITOT
Phx Phmax 
= PHMAX
WRITE
OUTPUT
RETURN
Figure IV-3. Flowchart for output subroutine
/"
V. TEST CASES
In this section two test cases of the simplified computer program are
presented. The complete input data and samples of the printout are tabulated.
Plots of chamber pressure and thrust versus time are presented and compared
with the results of others. Similar comparisons are made for weight calcula-
tions and related calculated values.
The first test case is for a 156 inch diameter SRM and the second for a
31 inch diameter SRM. For the latter, actual static test results are avail-
able for comparison. For the former, the comparison must be based on other
theoretical results because the SRM has not been constructed.
Test Case 1 - SRM Number 1
SRM 1 is based on a design presented in Reference 4. The basic design
is depicted on Figure V-1 and input data is tabulated in Table V-1. This
design is of the general type under consideration for use by NASA as the
Space Shuttle Booster. This particular SRM was selected because a relatively
complete set of the required input data is presented in the reference as well
as prediction results which are needed for comparison with the results of
the simplified computer program. Also, the design is one which will test
the use of the program for a combination circular perforated and star grain.
The SRM has three center segments consisting of circular perforated
grains, an aft segment with a circular perforated grain and a forward
segment with a truncated (slotted tube) star grain. Representation of the
grain design is a straightforward process in this case. The aft dome must,
however, be represented by a conical closure which is specified by selection
of the angle Ocn. Also, since a star grain is located in the forward dome an
effective grain length must be specified and the star grain treated as being
flat at both ends. Since this can introduce substantial error an adjustment
is made by introduction of tabular input values. In this case the tabular
inputs were based on a simple linear approximation to the effect of the
curvature using as a guide the values of star grain perimeter obtained from
a previous run in which the effect was neglected. The effect of the cutback
in the grain inside diameter to accommodate the submerged nozzle was neglected
in this case but the taper in the remaining portion of the grain, which
substantially affects tailoff characteristics, was taken into account by
specification of Ta and LTa
The value of nozzle throat diameter used was 47.00 inches which differs
from the h5.04 inches given in Reference 4. This substitution was made based
on information received from NASA which indicated that the higher value had
been used in predicting the performance data given in Reference 4. The program
was tested with the erosion constants equal to zero because it is apparent that
the predictions of Reference 4 were based on little or no propellant erosion.
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A simple printout of the transients values for the initial portion of the
trace computed by the program is given in Table V-2, and on Figure V-2 the
chamber pressures and thrust versus time results are plotted and compared
with results taken from Reference 4. The reference gives only one chamber
pressure which is presumably the nozzle end stagnation pressure. It will be
noted that the results for nozzle end stagnation pressure and thrust are in
agreement within 5% except for the period between 110 to 125 seconds where
the variation is somewhat greater. A large portion of the larger variation
can be attributed to the approximations made in representing the effects of
the closures. The remaining portion of the variation here as well as the
small difference throughout the traces are more difficult to explain but are
probably attributable to differences in analytical technique although a
possibility exists that there could be some differences in the input data used.
It is notable that there is good agreement in the web time calculated
by the several approaches. Weight and related calculated values are tabulated
as Table V-3. Comparison with corresponding data from Reference 4 are made
later in this section.
Test Case 2 - SRM Number 2
SRM 2 is based on design of the TX354-5 rocket motor as presented in
Reference 9. The basic design is depicted on Figure V-3 and input data is
tabulated in Table V-h. This SRM was selected because of the availability
of a relatively complete set of input data as well as specific test results.
The grain has, in general, a cylindrical port with two radial slots. The
main propellant grain geometry was represented by the circular perforated
grain equations. The effect of the forward closure was represented by
selection of Och. Radii at the slots were neglected except at the aft face
of the aft slot. Here the geometry of the entire portion of the propellant
aft of the aft slot was represented by tabular input values because the step
change in port area does not permit accurate representation through the
equation inputs. In specification of xTa the effect of the tapered insula-
tion thickness at the bottom of the aft slot was taken into account so that xTa
was taken somewhat larger than it would have been based on the inside taper
alone.
As data on the erosive burning constants of the propellant was not avail-
able, arbitrary values were devised to give a moderate erosion rate. These
values are listed under ALPHA and BETA in Table V-4. The tests were also run
with ALPHA and BETA both assigned zero values; i.e., no erosive burning.
A sample printout of the transients values calculated for the final portion of
the trace is given in Table V-5. These are for finite values of ALPHA and BETA.
On Figure V-h the head end pressure and thrust versus time results are plotted
and compared with static test results reported in Reference 9. The chamb-er
pressure results of the typical test given in the reference are in this case
presumably head end pressure since this is the pressure routinely recorded
in standard test firings.
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Comparison of the program output with the test data of Reference 9 shows
that both sets of assumed values for erosive burning constants give only
fair representation of test data for the initial portion of the trace. (It
should be noted that the initial peaks in the test results may be at least
partially attributable to the ignitor, effects of which are not considered in
the program). The agreement for the remaining portion of the trace is
again within 5% except for a small portion of the trace shortly before tail-
off. The larger variation near tailoff may be traced directly to the approxi-
mation of the effect of the forward closure made by the specification of 8ch.
Here an adjustment could be easily introduced to correct precisely or approxi-
mately for the effect through use of the tabular input values. This was not
done in the test case so that the result of the approximation could be
evaluated by the reader.
Again there is good agreement in the web time calculated by the program
and that given by the reference. The agreement is poorer in case of action
time probably due principally to neglect of the effect of chamber wall heating
on chamber depressurization in the simplified program.
Comparisons of Weights and Related Values
Weights and related values for both test cases are tabulated in Table V-3.
The values for SRM 2 are based on the finite erosion rates.
Generally excellent agreement is found between the program and the
reference results for propellant weights and impulse values for both SRMs.
For SRM 1, a substantial difference in the value of Pmeop exists which results
in rather large differences in the case thicknesses, case weights and nozzle
weights. It is believed that this may be principally the results of differences
in the ballistic variability factors used in the two predictions. The rather
large difference in insulation weights for SRM 1 is attributed to neglect of
requirements for final thermal protection in the present program. (See step 64,
Section III and Wa, Section II).
For SRM 2 substantial differences exist in the case and nozzle weights
resulting in a similar difference in total motor weight. The difference in
case weight is attributable to two factors: 1) the use of approximately 10
percent additional basic chamber thickness in the actual motor to allow for
manufacturing variations, and 2) the use of a thick wall case segment (0.25
inches in thickness) to accommodate a thrust ball bracket and related hardware.
The difference in nozzle weight is principally the result of the assumption for
the present program of a nozzle design radically different from that used in
the TX354-5. (See K1 and K2 , Section II).
Additional testing of the program was accomplished in the process of
compiling the design performance data given in the Appendix.
1 54.0 64.0 47.0
S- - -224.o
183.0 281.5 281.5 281.5
1
FORWARD SEGMENT CENTER SEGMENTS 
AFT SEGMENT
Figure V-1. Sketch of SRM Number 1 (Reference 4)
All dimensions are in inches.
TABLE V-I. INPUT DATA FOR SRM NO. 1
- - PBDP.ELLABLT.CHARACJERI T I c S
RHO= 0.001S90
A= 0 . 712
N= 0.250 i eASIC STAR GEOMETRY
ALPHA-__, .0 NS= .
BETA= 0.0 LGSI= 148.00
-MU. =.1 27 OE--7 NP= 4*,
CSTAR= 5.1E60E 03 RC= 77.470
FILL= 2.500
NN= 0.
BASl-±ff-aln Ip n Y ME S T riN S
L= 1243.
JLAU=AuOl47 TRUNCATED STAR GEOMETRY
VCI= 3.2300E 06 1 P= 27.000
VCF= 2.2400EF 07 TAUS= 9.670
DE= 1.4800E 02
-al= _-. I70. LE 01
T HET A= 0.0
_AL FAN =  3LF-- 0 1
LTAP= 1.5000E 02 INERT WEIGHT INPUTS
XT= 5.00OOE 00 PIPK= 1,50 OE-03
ZO= 0.0 1 DTEMP= 3.0000E 01
I SIGMAP=- 3,.00OOE-02
S IGMAS= 2.0000E-02
BASIC PERFOPMANCE CONSTANTS NI= 3.0000E 00
DELT AY= 0.250 N2= 0.0
XOUT= 1000.00 SYCNGM= 1.9000E 05
DPOUT= 500.00 DCC= 1.5550E 02
7FTAF= 0.980 PSIC= 1.4000E 00
TB= 130.0 DELC= 2.8300E-01
_HB= 1500, L CC2= 025E 03
GAP= 1.143 NSEG= 5.0000E 00
RADER= 0Q.0135 HCN= 6.2000E 01
SYNNOM= 1.9000E 05
PSIS= 1.4000E 00
GRAIN CONFIGURATION PSIA= 2.0000E 00
INPUT= 3 Kl= 2.0800E-01
GRAIN= 3 K2= 9.2500E-02
STAR= 2 PSIINS= 2.0000E 00
NT= 0. VELINS= 4.6200E-02
ORDER= 1 KEH= 3.0000E-03
KEN= 1.2000E-02
DLINER= 3.3000E-02
TAUL= 6.5000E-02
WA= 0.0
C.P. GRAIN GEOMETRY
= 49kO 40 TABULAR VALUES
DI= 54.000
DEI= 0 .0 Y ABPK
S= 7.
THETAG= 0.0 0.0 9,000
LGCI= 1048.50 9.67 9,000
_LGNI= t 0.0 0
THETCN= 0.75035 160.0 0
I HET.CI=_I.,5701 .... .... ... All other A's = 0
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TABLE V-2. SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF TRANSIENT VALUES FOR SRM NO. 1
INITIAL REYNULDS NUMBER= 1.1206E 09
TIME= 0.0 Y= 0.0
RNOZ= 3.9230E-01 RHEAD= 4.0029E-01 PONOZ= 9.2164E 02 PHEAD= 9.9906E 02
PTAR= 1.3201E 00 MNOZ= 5.219qE-01 SUMAB= 3.9086E 05 SG= 4.8836E 02
PATM= 1.46S6E 01 CFVAC,= 1.7775E 00 FVAC= 2.7270E 06 F= 2.4792E 06
TABULAR VALUES FOR YT= 9.670 READ IN
TIME= 0.6 Y= 0.250
RFNOZ= 3.9198E-01 RHEAD= 3.9945E-01 PONOZ= 9.1861E 02 PHEAD= 9.9066E 02
PTAR= 1.3434E 00 MNOZ= 5.0941E-01 SUMAB= 3.9175F 05 SG= 4.8925E 02
PATM= 1 .6 16E T CFVAC= 1.7774E 00 FVAC= 2.7198E 06 F= 2.4721E 06
TIME= 1.3 Y= 0.500
RNOZ= 3.9198E-01 R'EAD= 3.9898E-01 PONOZ= 9.1861E 02 PHEAD= 9.8601E 02
PTAR= 1.3669E 00 MNOZ= 4.9745E-01 SUPAB= 3.9263E 05 SG= 4.9015E 02
PATM= 1.4694E 01 CFVAC= 1.7773E 00 FVAC= 2.7216E 06 F= 2.4739E 06
T IME= 1.9 Y= 0.750
RNOZ= 3.9 1 8E-01 R HEAD= 3.9855E-01 PONOZ= 9.1861E 02 PHEAD= 9.8176E 02
PTAR= 1.3906E 00 MNOZ= 4.8606E-01 SUMAB= 3.9351E 05 SG= 4.9107E 02
PATi= 1.4691E 01 CFVAC= 1.7772E 00 FVAC= 2,7235E 06 F= 2.4758E 06
TIME= 2.5 Y= 1.000
PTAR= 1.4146E 00 MNOZ= 4.7520E-01 SUWAB= 3.9437E 05 SG= 4.9199E 02
PATM= 1.4686E 01 CFVAC= 1.7771E 00 FVAC= 2.7310E 06 F= 2.4834E'06
TIME= 3.2 Y= 1.250
PTAFR= 1.'i387E 00 MNOZ= 4.652bE-01 SUMAB= 3.9523E 05 SG= 4.9293E 02
PATM= 1.468 -T F AC= 1. ? 0E-- FVAC= 2.7328E 06 F= 2.4853E 06
2000 3.0
_ACUUM. THRUST
1600 2.4
Reference 4
--- Present program \
S1200 1. 8
Chamber Pressure
0h I00
4 o o .-... . .- o .. . .. 0.6
20 h0 60 80 100 120 140
TIME (sec)
Figure V-2. Pressures and vacuum thrust versus time for SRM number 1.
TABLE V-3. PRINTOUT OF WEIGHTS AND RELATED VALUES
SRM Number 1
WP1= 1.2269E 06
_ W .P2= 1_.22 & F 06
WP= 1.2276E 06
PHMAXl ,__9C, SC2. 02__.
ISP= 2.6215E 02 MAX EXPECTED PRESSURE= 1,1391E 03
ISPVAC= 2,726CE 02 CYLINDRICAL CASE THICKNESS= 6.5258E-01
ITOT= 3.2183E e CASE WT= 1*2395E 05
IVAC= 3.3.46-5F . NCZZLE WT= 1.2586E 04
IhSULATION T=- -93402E 03
LINER WT= 1.3017E 03
T cTAL MOiTOR W 1i3748E 06
ZETAM= 8.9295E-01
RATIO OF ITOT TO WM= 2.3409E 02
SRM Number 2
WP2=  8.186E 03
WP= 8.2035E0~___
PHMAX= 7.2842E 02
ISP= 2.355eE 02 I MAX EXPECTED.PRESSURE =  8.1058E 02
ISPVAC= 2.6223E 02 CYLINURICAL CASE THICKNESS= 1.O0i9E-O1
ITOT= 1.932_0_6 .. CASE WT= 5.7301E 02
ITVAC= 2.1512E 06 NCZZLE WT= 1.1390E 02
INSULATION WT= 1.0105E 02
LINER WT= 4.2155E 01
TOTAL MUTOR WT= (.0336E 03
ZLTAM= 9.OT11E-01
RATIO OF ITOT TO WM= 2.1394F 02
-. - --- 202.00 -.- - 46.4
A B
7.50 8 44 9.9177
A B
---
22.
31.00
7.504 3100
SECTION A-A SECTION B-B
Figure V-3. Sketch of SRM Number 2 (Reference 9).
All dimensions are in inches.
TABLE V-4. INPUT DATA FOR SRM NO. 2
..__ __ .__PROP_ ELLANI_CHARACI f1RI ST 1 C S.
RHC= 0.002010
N= 0.274 C.P. GRAIN GEOMETRY
AL PHA .. 7. DO= 30.720
BETA= 220.0 DI1= 7.500
MUl= 1.260OF-07 DELD I= 0.940
CSTAR= 5.2110E 03 S= 3.
THETAG= 0.0
LGCI= 173.00
, BASfM.DTREN S IIN N LGNI= 0
L= 200. THETCN= 1.57075
TAU= 11._61 Ti-ETCH= 0.75035
VCI= 1.3000E 04
VCF= 1.3000F 05 INERT WEIGHT INPUTS
DE= 2.2950E 01 PIPK= 9.000E-04
TI= 8.29e QL00 DTEMF= 2.3000E 01
T HET A= 1.74.50E-01 SIGMAP= 3.0000E-02
A LFA.= _Z 57FO SIGMAS= 0.0
LTAP= 1.3000E 01 N1= 3.O000E 00
XT= 6.0000F-01 N2= 0.0
ZO=- 0.0 SYCNCM= 1.5000E 05
DCC= 3.0900E 01
PSIC= 1.2000E 00
eAS_LCP EFORMAN C E CONSTANTS DELC= 2.8300E-01
DELTAY= 0.050 LCC= 1.7200E 02
XCUT= 9999.99 NSEG= 1.0000E 00
DPOUT= 9999.99 HCN= 1.5000E 01
Z ET AF=__.97 SYNNOM= 3.5000E 04
TB= 40.0 PSIS= 1.4000E 00
HB= 0. PSIA= 2.0000E 00
GAM= 1.160 K1= 2.0800E-01
RACER= 0.0040 K2= 9.2500E-02
PSIINS= 2.000 E 00
DELINS= 5.2000E-02
GRAIN CONFIGURATION KEH= 3.0000E-03
INPUT= 3 KEN= 1.2000E-02
GRAIN= 1 OLINER= 3.3000E-02
STAR= 0 TAUL= 6.5000E-02
NT =  0. WA= 0.0
ORFDER= 2
TABULAR VALUES
Y ABNK Y ABNK Y ABNK
0 1586 4.0 1290 8.0 747
1.0 1562 5.0 1224 9.0 397
2.0 1549 6.0 1089 9.72 0
3.0 1457 7.0 944 30.0 0
All other A's = 0
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TABLE V-5. SAMPLE PRINTOUT OF TRANSIENT VALUES FOR SRM NO. 2
S TIMF= 26.9 Y= 11.500
RNOZ= 3.0853E-01 RHEAD= 3.0863E-01 PONOZ= 6.1948E 02 PHEAD= 6.2027E 02
PlTP 1..204 E Q1 MZ= ._651 -. SUMAB= 1.1023F 04_ SG- 0.0
PATMi= 1.4696E 01 CFVAC= 1.7184E 00 FVAC= 5.8179E 04 F= 5.2372E 04
TIME= 37.0 Y= 11.550
RNOZ= 3.0743E-01 RHEAD= ' 3 .0754E-01 PONOZ 6.1150E 02 PHEAD= 6.1227E 02
ETAR_= .a.2 _E_0 MNZL . .5.25E0.2 SUMA = I. 09?21E P04 SG= 0.0
PATM= 1.4696E 01 CFVAC= 1.7184E 00 FVAC= 5.7446E 04 F= 5,1638E 04
****TAIL OFF BEGINS****
TIME= 37.2 Y= 11.600
RNCZ= 2.6402E-01 RHEAD= 2.6402E-01 PONOZ= 3.5084E 02 PHEAD =  3,5084E o2 '
PTAR= 1.2796E 01 MNOZ= 4.6540E-02 SUMAB= 7.3614E 03 SG= 0.0
PATM= 1.46-96F 01 CFVAC= 1,7183F 00 FVAC= 3.2968F 04 F= 7.7160F 04
****BEGIN HALF SECOND TRACE****
TIME= 37.4 Y= 11 650
RNOZ= 0.0 RHEAD= 0.0 PONOZ= 1.7542E 02 PHEAD= 1.7542E 02
PTAR= 1, 2796E 01 MNOZ= 4 6540E-02 SUMAB= 00 SG= 0 .0
PATM= 1.46S6E 01 CFVAC= 1.7183E 00 FVAC= 1.6489E 04 F= 1.0681E '04
T IME= 31. 9 Y= 11 50
RNOZ= 0.0 RHEAD= 0.0 PONOZ= 5.7567E-01 PHEAD= 5.7567E-01
_PTAR= ... 79.6 E 01 MtN Z4.540E-07 SUMAR= 0.0 S G= 0 .0
PATM= 1.4696E 01 CFVAC= 1.7184E 00 FVAC= 5.4115E 01 F= 0.0
140o 70,000
VACUUM THRUST -
1200 60,000
T -- est data, Ref. 9
--- Program, a=z =O
50,000
HEAD END PRESSURE
600 30000
oo00 20,000
200 - --- - ----- - - ii 10,000
0 o 6 12 18 24 30 36 0
TIME (sec)
Figure V-h. Head end pressure and vacuum thrust versus
time for SRM number 2.
TABLE V-6. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WEIGHTS AND RELATED VALUES
WITH RESULTS OF OTHERS
SRM 1 SRM 2
Parameter Present Program Reference 4 Present Program Reference 9
W ,lbm 1,227,600 1,214,327 8204 8220
Ph max,psia 999 728 721
Isp'
lbf-sec/lbm 262.2 235.6 237.6
sp vac'
lbf-sec/lbm 272.6 270.9 262.2 266.1
I ,lbf-sec 321,830,000 - 1,932,600 1,953,400
IT vac'
lbf-sec 334,650,000 331,300,000 2,151,200 2,187,000
meop ,psia 1139 1,000 811 799
T,in. 0.656 0.570 0.102 0.100
W ,lbm 123,950 102,724 573 971
Wn , bm 12,580 11,862 113 342
W.in s ,bm 9,340 11,906 101 143
W ,1bm 1,302 1,278 42 27
Wm,lbm* 1,374,800 1,342,097 9033 9703
* No allowance is made for Wa
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The SRM design and analysis program presented in this report is based
in part on approximate equations and methods but gives a reasonable descrip-
tion of SRM performance. Computational times are reasonably short. The
designer should be able to acquire quickly the skills necessary to prepare
input data.
Additional comparisons should be made between program and actual test
results to establish clearly the accuracy of the program.
Obvious improvements possible in the program fall into two categories:
1) several modifications may be made to reduce the number of input variables
without compromising accuracy, and 2) the method of handling the end conditions
can be made more accurate. Most, but not necessarily all, changes in the
latter category are toward more sophisticated programs which it was the
objective of this analysis to avoid.
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APPENDIX
DESIGN DATA CONPILATION
Here the effects of changes in various design parameters are examined
and the results compiled in the form of traces of nozzle end stagnation
pressure versus time. The baseline SRM used in the analysis is the same
as SRM 1 of Section V. Except as noted below, the effect of each design
parameter is determined separately; that is, all other input parameters
given in Table V-1 are kept the same while computations are made for
different values of the parameter under consideration. Also, the parameters
selected for variation have in general only minor influence on the propellant
volume so that the designs analyzed all load approximately the same amounts
of propellant. The stagnation pressure at the nozzle end of the grain
was selected for plotting versus the burning time because this characteristic
is most descriptive of SRM performance. For example, the vacuum thrust may
be obtained by multiplying the stagnation pressure by the product of the
vacuum thrust coefficient and throat cross-sectional area. This product
is a constant at a given time for all the variations considered except in
the case of changes in the radial erosion rate of the nozzle throat. Study
of the resulting plots should provide a guide to the designer in predicting
at least the qualitative effects of changes in the various design character-
istics on the performance of SRMs of the general type considered.
Radial Erosion Rate
Figure A-1 shows the effect of the radial erosion rate (En = RADAiR) on
the stagnation pressure at the nozzle end of the grain at various times.
As can be seen, the effect is substantial during the latter portion of
the trace, the higher erosion rates producing significant lower stagnation
pressure as the burning progresses. The effect on thrust, however, will be
much less throughout the trace because of the larger throat areas which
accompany higher erosion rates. Of somewhat more significance is the influence
of radial erosion rate on the burning time of the SRM. As seen from the plot,
the burning time variation is approximately four percent over the range of
erosion rates considered.
Initial Grain Temperature
This parameter was investigated by adjusting the burning rate coefficient
(a=A) according to the relationship
a = ao exp[(p )k (1-n)ATi]
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where a is the burning rate of the baseline design, which is based on an
initialotemperature of 700F, and AT is the variation from this temperature.
The results are shown on Figure A-2 for various initial grain temperatures.
The generally higher pressures and reduced burning times at the higher
initial grain temperatures are evident from the plot.
Number of Burning Slot Faces
The results are shown on Figure A-3. An increase in the number of
burning slot faces (S=S) in the circular perforated grain section of the
baseline design produces initially higher chamber pressures because of the
added burning surface area, but the trace is more regressive because of
the additional decrease in propellant length with distance burned. It is
of interest that the net effect is an essentially constant burning time over
the range of this parameter considered.
Number of Star Points
Influences of the number of truncated star points (np = NP) on the
trace of nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for a fixed length of
the star grain in the baseline design is shown on Figure A-4. The results
are qualitatively similar to those of the variations in the number of burning
slot faces (S=S) in the circular perforated grain section.
Length of Star Grain
Influences of changes in the initial length of the star grain (LGsi=LGSI)
were evaluated for a fixed overall grain length (LGsi + LGci = 1196.50 inches).
The results plotted in Figure A-5 confirmed the expected higher initial
pressures and greater regressivities accompanying the greater lengths of
star grain.
Taper
Effects of taper were investigated by independently varying the aft end
taper and the taper of the main portion of the grain. The former variation
involved changes in the difference in web thickness (XTa = XT) over the aft
end tapered length and the latter involved changes in the differences in web
thickness (zo = ZO) over the remaining portion of the grain. The results are
shown in Figures A-6 and A-7 for the final portion of the traces which is the
only part where a substantial effect is produced. The pressure changes for
the initial portion of the traces were less than 1.7 percent over the range
of variations considered, these changes being produced by changes in the
parameter ADi = DELDI corresponding to and equal to the changes in the
parameter zo = ZO. It should be noted that the effects of zo variations are
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coupled with the effects of an XTa value of 5.0 inches which is the value
for the baseline design. Influences of the two types of changes are similar
except that zo increases produce much greater regressivities and burning
times. The longer burning times result from the burning rate reductions
which accompany the reduced pressures. It is noteworthy that if each
center grain segment were tapered identically with a z o over each segment
equal to the zo corresponding to a continuous taper over the entire grain
length (the present case) the results would be essentially the same, and
therefore the alternate design could be treated by the simplified computer
program.
Thrust Termination Passageways
Figure A-8 illustrates the effects produced by use of two thrust
terminations in conjunction with SRM 1. The passageways were assigned the
same diameter (DTp = DTP) as the nozzle throat. The angle between the axis
of the passage and the motor axis (eTp = THETTP) was taken as 450. The
effective web thickness (TTeff = TAUEFF) was assigned various values. The
discontinuities in the resultant traces occurring at y = TTeff are the
result of the method used to approximate the effects of the passage geometry
in the simplified analysis and will not occur in actual firings. To obtain
a better approximation, the traces should be smoothed out for some distance
ahead of the discontinuity depending on the precise geometrical situation,
i.e., the location of the axis of the passage with respect to the head end
of the motor.
Erosive Burning
Erosive burning was investigated by arbitrary variation of the constants
(aeb = ALPHA and 6 = BETA) in the Robillard-Lenoir burning rate equation.
The values a = 7.7 and 6 = 88.7 are the approximate values given by Peretz
(Reference 7) for a composite unmetallized 78% ammonium perchlorate - 22%
polyester propellant. Computations were made for these values and for
changes of 50% in each variable. The results are shown in Figure A-9 along
with the baseline results.
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Figure A-i. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time
for various nozzle radial erosion rates (SRM 1).
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Figure A-2. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time
for various initial grain temperatures (SRM 1)
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Figure A-3. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for various
numbers of burning slot faces (SRM i).
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Figure A-h. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for various
numbers of star points (SRM i)
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Figure A-5. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for
various lengths of star grain (SRM i).
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Figure A-6. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for
various differences in web thickness x over the
at end tapered grain length (SRM i). Ta
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Figure A-7. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for various
differences in web thickness zo between the ends of the
ends of the main grain (SRM 1).
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Figure A-8. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time with
and without thrust termination ports (SRM 1).
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Figure A-9. Nozzle end stagnation pressure versus time for various
0) values of the erosive burning constants (SRM 1)
